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Abstract
Current observations from astrophysics indicate the presence of dark matter, an in-
visible form of matter that makes up a large part of the mass of the universe. One
of the leading theories for dark matter is that it is made up of Weakly Interacting
Massive Particles (WIMPs). One of the ways we try to discover WIMPs is by directly
detecting their interaction with regular matter. This can be done using a scintillator
such as liquid argon, which gives off light when a particle interacts with it.
Liquid argon (LAr) is a favorable means of detecting WIMPs because it has an
inherent property that enables a technique called pulse-shape discrimination (PSD).
PSD can distinguish a WIMP signal from the constant background of electromagnetic
signals from other sources, like gamma rays. However, there are other background
signals that PSD is not as capable of rejecting, such as those caused by alpha decays
on the interior surfaces of the detector.
Radioactive elements that undergo alpha decay are introduced to detector surfaces
during construction by radon gas that is naturally present in the air, as well as other
means. When these surface isotopes undergo alpha decay, they can produce WIMP-
like signals in the detector.
We present here two LAr experiments. The first (RaDOSE) discovered a property
of an organic compound that led to a technique for rejecting surface alpha decays in
LAr detectors with high efficiency. The second (DarkSide-50) is a dark matter exper-
iment operated at LNGS in Italy and is the work of an international collaboration.
A detailed look is given into alpha decays and surface backgrounds present in the
detector, and projections are made of alpha-related backgrounds for 500 live days of
data. The technique developed with RaDOSE is applied to DarkSide-50 to determine
its effectiveness in practice. It is projected to suppress the surface background in
DarkSide-50 by more than a factor of 1000.
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This thesis begins with several introductory chapters (2–6) to lay the groundwork
necessary for the final chapters (7 & 8) which discuss the results of two different
liquid argon experiments.
Chapter 2 gives an introduction to the dark matter problem, including a popular
theory for dark matter and how experiments test the theory. The introduction is
aimed at a layman who knows nothing of dark matter. A deeper review of various
dark matter models is beyond the scope of this thesis and can be found elsewhere [1].
Instead the discussion is kept simple and streamlined to provide a basis for the fol-
lowing chapters on liquid argon detectors.
Chapter 3 gives an introduction to how liquid argon (LAr) works as a means to
detect dark matter. The topic of pulse-shape discrimination is introduced as a tool
that allows LAr detectors to heavily suppress signals that would interfere with a dark
matter signal. Some of the challenges to using LAr are discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 4 gives an introduction to wavelength shifters, which are chemical com-
pounds used on surfaces in LAr detectors and play a critical role in surface back-
grounds.
Chapter 5 gives an introduction to alpha radioactivity.
1
Chapter 6 introduces alpha decays on detector surfaces. An overview is given of
many different modes of surface background and how it can cause a signal that may
be mistaken for dark matter.
Chapter 7 gives a detailed view of the RaDOSE detector and its results. A tech-
nique is outlined in this chapter that uses the wavelength shifter in liquid argon
detectors to reject background signals from surface alpha decays.
Chapter 8 gives an overview of the DarkSide-50 experiment and a detailed view of
alphas and surface backgrounds in the detector. The technique developed in Chapter 7
is applied to DarkSide-50 data and projections are given of the background for 500
days of exposure.
Appendix A is a translation of a paper by R. Voltz and G. Laustriat that provides
an explanation for the scintillation processes in organic compounds and is helpful in
understanding the results seen in Chapters 8 and 7.
Appendix B takes the technique developed for surface background rejection in




Over the past century, a series of astrophysical observations have been made that are
inconsistent with our understanding of how gravity works. The observations seem
to indicate that there is a lot more matter out in the universe than just the stars,
planets, and other “regular” matter that we can see.
The solution to this problem remains elusive. The most common theory involves
a new form of matter that is invisible and does not interact with light, called “dark
matter”.
To date, no widely accepted detection of dark matter has been made, but the
search remains a very active field of research.
In this introductory chapter we will highlight the major historical observations
that built the case for dark matter. We will then summarize a proposed theory of
what dark matter could be, along with a brief summary of how experiments are




The first major development in the history of dark matter came in 1933 with Fritz
Zwicky’s observations of the Coma Cluster, which is cluster of over 1,000 galaxies.
Zwicky made an estimate of the total mass of the cluster using two different methods.
The first method, which we call the “virial” method, involved measuring the velocities
of galaxies on the edge of the cluster. One can use these velocities to infer the mass
that must be present, because there must be enough gravity to prevent these edge-
galaxies from being flung out of the cluster. The second method, which we call the
“luminosity” method, involved directly counting the mass in the cluster based on the
matter that can be seen.
The surprising result was that the virial method showed there to be much more
mass present in the cluster than the luminosity method. In other words, the galaxies
in the Coma Cluster were travelling so fast that the cluster should be flung apart.
To explain this discrepancy Zwicky proposed the existence of “dark matter”, which
is present in the cluster but cannot be seen, and so avoids being counted in the
luminosity method. This dark matter would exert the necessary gravitational forces
to hold the cluster together [2].
2.1.2 Rotation Curves
The next major piece of observational evidence came in the 1960s and 70s from
the work of Vera Rubin and Kent Ford [3, 4]. By this time the technology had
improved to the point where the rotation of an individual galaxy could be measured.
Instead of applying the virial method to clusters of galaxies, it could be applied to the
stars within a single spiral galaxy. Rubin and Ford measured a similar discrepancy
as Zwicky between the virial method and the luminosity method: the stars in the
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galaxy were moving too fast. Based on the visible matter in the galaxy, the stars on
the outer edge should be flung off into the void. In order to hold the galaxy together,
Rubin’s calculations show that the galaxies must be made primarily of dark matter,
with visible matter making up only a small fraction of the total mass.
2.1.3 Gravitational Lensing
The last piece of evidence for dark matter that will be given here is that of gravita-
tional lensing. Gravitational lensing is notable because it provides a third method for
determining the mass of an astronomical body, which we call the “lensing” method.
The lensing method is based on the principle that matter bends light. The amount
of this bending is calculated by Einstein’s general theory of relativity, and is dependent
upon the mass of the object. An object with more mass has a greater ability to bend
light. For objects such as the Earth or the Sun, the bending effect is still quite small,
but when looking at larger bodies in the universe the effect becomes noticeable, clearly
distorting the light from background objects in the same way the lens of a magnifying
glass distorts the images behind it. An example of this phenomenon can be seen in
Fig. 2.1.
Estimates of the mass of galaxies obtained with the lensing method match the
value obtained by the virial method rather than the luminosity method [6]. There
is simply not enough visible matter in these galaxies to cause the amount of light-
bending that we see.
To summarize, multiple independent methods have been used to calculate masses
of galaxies, and they agree not only on the existence of an unseen form of matter,
but on the quantity of that matter that is required to explain the observations. This
agreement formed the main thrust for the scientific community’s interest in dark
matter.
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Figure 2.1: This image from the Hubble Space Telescope shows a large red galaxy
with a blue galaxy far behind it. As the light from the background galaxy comes
toward us, it is distorted by the gravity of the foreground galaxy, forming a ring
shape [5].
2.1.4 Other Evidence
In the present day, many other measurements have been made that corroborate those
listed above. The interested reader can find some of the most convincing pieces of
evidence for dark matter within the topics of structure formation [7], and the Bullet
Cluster [8]. A breakdown of the total matter content of the universe is provided by
measurements of the cosmic microwave background [9], which tell us that dark matter
makes up roughly 85% of the mass of the universe.
2.2 Theory and Experiment
The fact that the astronomical observations are inconsistent with the known laws
of gravity is undisputed. However, no such consensus exists when it comes to a
solution. While dark matter is the most common answer, theories abound as to what
dark matter actually is. Still others disagree with the need for dark matter at all,
suggesting instead that the laws of gravity need tweaking [10].
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Giving a fair treatment to all current theories of dark matter is beyond the scope
of this thesis. Instead, just one particular theory will be discussed – the one that
liquid argon detectors hope to verify.
2.2.1 WIMPs
One theory of dark matter is that it is made up of Weakly Interacting Massive Parti-
cles, or WIMPs. WIMPs can be defined by their two primary characteristics. First,
they are elementary particles that interact with regular matter only through gravity
and the weak nuclear force. They do not interact through electromagnetism, which
means they cannot not absorb, emit, or scatter photons and are thus invisible. Sec-
ond, their mass is somewhere in the range of 1 to 10,000 times the mass of a proton.
Theories that predict masses outside this range are more rare and are typically re-
ferred to as “light dark matter” [11] or “super heavy dark matter” [12].
The WIMP is currently the most popular dark matter candidate – certainly more
money is being spent looking for WIMPs than in pursuing any alternative theory [13]
– and it is the candidate being searched for by the majority of the dark matter
community.
Its popularity stems from an apparent coincidence between the fields of cosmology
and elementary particle physics. If WIMPs exist, then during the early stages of the
universe they would have been continually produced and destroyed at a rate depending
on a parameter called the self-annihilation cross-section. If this parameter is too large,
then too much of the dark matter would have been annihilated in the early universe
to explain the abundance we see today. Conversely, if this parameter is too small,
it would have resulted in more dark matter surviving the early universe than what
we now measure. As it turns out, the sweet spot for this parameter matches that
of a massive particle that interacts through the weak nuclear force. This apparent
coincidence is called the “WIMP miracle.”
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As with any scientific theory, the key to verifying the existence of WIMPs is to
make a prediction and confirm that prediction with an experiment. Being able to
predict the motion of stars and galaxies does not count, as these are the observations
that WIMPs were cooked up to explain. Instead, experiments are attempting to prove
the existence of these particles through some method other than gravity.
Some experiments, such as those at particle accelerators, look for WIMPs by
smashing particles together in the hopes of producing their own dark matter. This
method is sometimes called “production” (Fig. 2.2a). Other experiments use tele-
scopes to look out into the galaxy, hoping to detect gamma rays from two dark matter
particles colliding with each other and annihilating. This method is called “indirect
detection” (Fig. 2.2b). The third method for detecting WIMPs, which we will focus
on, is called “direct detection”(Fig. 2.2c). Direct detection experiments hope to see
a WIMP collide directly with the detector itself. Liquid argon experiments fall under
the category of direct detection.
2.2.2 Direct Detection
A WIMP can be detected directly in a number of ways. A common method is through
the use of a scintillator. A scintillator gives off light when a particle interacts with it.
In this way an invisible particle (the WIMP) can produce a visible signal (the light).
Common scintillators include sodium iodide crystals and noble liquids such as argon
or xenon. In addition to the light, heat and free electric charge can be produced
during a WIMP’s collision with an atom, and some experiments are designed to pick
up these signals in addition to or instead of the light.
Direct detection experiments are attempting to measure both the mass of the
WIMP and its cross-section. Its cross-section can be thought of as its likelihood
to collide with regular matter; the larger the cross-section the more frequent the
collisions.
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(a) Production. An accelera-
tor smashes two regular parti-
cles together to see if dark mat-
ter particles come out. The
dark matter particles would es-
cape detection, but the experi-
ment can infer their presence us-





(b) Indirect Detection. If a dark
matter particle by chance col-
lides with another dark mat-
ter particle, they could mutu-
ally annihilate to produce reg-
ular particles (such as photons)




(c) Direct detection. If a dark
matter particle directly collides
with a regular matter particle, it
will cause the regular particle to
recoil. Certain types of regular
matter, such as an argon atom,
will give off light when it recoils.
A direct detection experiments
aims to detect this light.
Figure 2.2: Production, indirect detection, and direct detection. The question mark
at the the center of each diagram refers to our uncertainty of how exactly the particles
would interact.
Since neither the mass nor the cross-section is known, there is room for many
complimentary direct detection experiments to exist. For example, the DarkSide-50
experiment is designed to look for WIMPs with a mass between 10 and 10,000 GeV,
while the SuperCDMS experiment is designed to be more sensitive to a low mass
WIMP with a mass below 10 GeV (for reference, a proton is about 1 GeV). As for
the cross-section, experiments are designed to be as sensitive as they can be, because
by looking for WIMPs with very small cross-sections they simultaneously look for
WIMPs with larger cross-sections (this becomes clear when cross-section is thought
of as the collision probability). To increase in cross-section sensitivity an experiment
either needs to either reduce the “noise” from collisions caused by background sources
or increase the number of collisions caused by WIMPs by building a bigger detector.
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A plot of WIMP cross-section vs. mass is called the “parameter space”. It repre-
sents the vast number of possible values that the cross-section and mass could take.
Experiments are trying to pinpoint where in this space the WIMP lives.
Current Status
Over time many experiments have published negative results, ruling out the part of
the parameter space that they were searching. These results can be seen in Fig. 2.3,
which shows the (somewhat outdated) status of the direct detection search as of Nov.
2015. Each result is presented with a solid line, showing that the experiment has
excluded all of the parameter space above that line. The dotted lines are the projected
exclusion curves of future experiments if they see no evidence of dark matter. The
yellow region at the bottom of the plot is called the “neutrino floor”. Once an
experiment is built that reaches the sensitivity of the neutrino floor, it will be sensitive
enough to detect a high rate of recoils induced by neutrinos, making dark matter
detection much more difficult.
The shaded ovals and circles in the figure represent a selection of theoretical models
that predict a certain WIMP mass and cross-section. Much of this space is going to
be probed with the next generation of detectors.
The enclosed regions in the figure – “DAMA”, “CRESST”, “CDMS Si” – indicate
experiments that measured a statistically significant dark-matter signal. The exclu-
sion of these regions by a multitude of more sensitive experiments has cast doubt on
those signals.
In summary, it is an exciting time for the direct detection of WIMPs, with exper-
iments probing more of the parameter space every year, and many theoretical WIMP
models still to be tested.
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Figure 2.3: State of the WIMP search as of Nov. 2015. Solid lines represent exclu-
sion curves from completed experiments. Dotted lines represent future experiments.
Ovals/circles represent predictions from WIMP models. Enclosed curves represent




Liquid argon (LAr) is a popular means of detecting ionizing radiation [15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21]. It has a high scintillation yield, it is abundant in the atmosphere, and
it is cheap to obtain and purify compared to alternative noble liquid scintillators. It
also exhibits strong pulse shape discrimination (PSD) between nuclear and electronic
recoils, allowing a suppression of beta and gamma backgrounds.
3.1 How it Works
Incoming particles or radiation can interact with an argon atom in two primary ways.
The first way is through electromagnetic interactions with the atom’s electrons; an
incident gamma ray can impart some of its energy to an electron, ejecting it from
the atom. This energetic electron then scatters about, losing energy by exciting and
ionizing other argon atoms it its path. This process is called an electron recoil (ER).
Another source of ER includes the electron ejected during beta decay. The second way
argon interacts is through nuclear recoils (NR), in which a particle such as a neutron
transfers some of its momentum to the argon’s nucleus. The recoiling nucleus is
slowed down by the surrounding argon as well, but produces a much shorter and
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denser track than the ER due to the NR’s higher stopping power (dE/ dx). Another
source of NR includes the sought-after WIMP.
Alphas, fission fragments, and the recoil nuclei from alpha decays also produce
short, dense ionization tracts like the NR of an argon nucleus.
Excited argon atoms (excitons) quickly bond with neutral argon atoms to form
excited “dimers” [22]. These dimers are short lived and produce light when they
dissociate. The process (Pathway 1) is as follows:
Ar* + Ar→ Ar2* (3.1)
Ar2*→ 2Ar + hν (3.2)
where hν is a 128 nm photon.
Argon ions are also capable of forming ionized dimers, which can recombine with
a free electron and dissociate into heat and excited argon as follows (Pathway 2):
Ar+ + Ar→ Ar+2 (3.3)
Ar+2 + e
− → Ar** + Ar* (3.4)
Ar**→ Ar* + heat (3.5)
with the excitons resulting from steps 3.4 and 3.5 potentially continuing on through
Pathway 1 to emit photons.
The initial ratio of excitons to ions (Nex/Ni) is dependent on the nature of the
incident radiation. Measurements of ER find Nex/Ni = 0.21 [23], and measurements
of NR find Nex/Ni ' 1, depending on the recoil energy [24]. The presence of an
electric field causes free electrons to be pulled away from the argon ions and results
in less initial recombination, which decreases Nex/Ni.
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3.2 Pulse Shape Discrimination (PSD)
The excited electron in the photon-emitting Ar2* exists in a singlet or triplet state
with the rest of the dimer. The timescale of the scintillation (step 3.2) depends on
the state of the electron. Singlet states decay quickly, with a lifetime of 4-7 ns. The
decay of triplet states to the ground state are forbidden transitions and occur more
slowly, with a lifetime of up to 1.6 µs, depending on the presence of argon impurities.
It is an experimental fact that ERs and NRs produce argon dimers with different
singlet-to-triplet (S/T ) ratios. Dimers formed from ERs are mostly in the triplet
state, with S/T ∼ 0.3, while dimers for NRs are mostly in the singlet state, with
S/T ∼ 3 [25]. The time profile of the pulse of light from an ER is therefore different
than for a NR. The difference is significant enough that argon experiments have
demonstrated the ability to discriminate ER from NR to better than one part in 107
(meaning less than one ER in 107 is mislabeled as an NR) [16]. This is referred to as
pulse-shaped discrimination, or PSD.
The nature of what exactly causes the difference in S/T for ERs and NRs has
been the subject of much interest and debate, but no consensus has been reached.
One theory is that the excited dimers directly excited through Pathway 1 are more
likely to be in the singlet state than those that are formed through recombination
(Pathway 2). This is because during the excitation process a singlet must remain a
singlet due to spin selection rules, but during recombination, an electron has 3-to-1
odds of falling into the triplet state. This, in combination with the higher Nex/Ni for
NRs, could be the reason that NRs are more likely to produce singlet states [26].
3.3 Challenges
Argon faces two primary difficulties as a dark matter target. The first difficulty is
the presence of 39Ar, an isotope produced in atmospheric argon by cosmic rays. 39Ar
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undergoes beta-decay with a half-life of 269 years. With an activity in atmospheric
argon of roughly 1 Bq/kg, 39Ar quickly becomes the dominant background in large
argon experiments.
In the last few years we have made significant advancement in solving the 39Ar
problem, primarily through the use of underground argon. Argon obtained under-
ground, having been shielded from cosmic rays for millennia, has been found to have
lower concentrations of 39Ar [27]. The level of reduction relative to atmospheric ar-
gon has been measured to be more than 103 [28]. With ongoing efforts to expand
the underground argon extraction facilities and further reduce the 39Ar background
through distillation, progress is now being made toward argon detectors measuring
on the scale of tens of tons [29, 30, 31].
Another difficulty is argon’s ultraviolet emission spectrum. The ultraviolet light
is unable to directly penetrate the windows of the detector, so it must first be shifted
to longer wavelengths using a wavelength shifter (WLS) which is evaporated onto
the interior surfaces of the detector. The WLS absorbs the 128 nm photons from
the argon scintillation and re-emits photons of a longer wavelength which can then
penetrate the windows and be picked up by photon counters. Unfortunately, the re-
emission by the WLS is isotropic and can obscure the original location of the event
within the detector. The result is less precise position reconstruction, necessitating
large fiducial cuts to avoid surface backgrounds.
Advancement toward reducing surface backgrounds has seen recent improvement




A wavelength shifter (WLS) is a material that absorbs high energy photons and re-
emits lower energy photons. Photon detectors are generally poor at detecting high
energy (ultraviolet) photons, so WLSs are used to shift the photons to longer (visible)
wavelengths where they can be counted more efficiently. The light emitted by LAr
scintillation has a wavelength of 128 nm, putting it in the vacuum ultraviolet region.
Window materials such as fused silica or acrylic are not transparent to such short
wavelengths, so any detector that hopes to measure the scintillation must utilize
WLSs1.
4.1 How WLSs work
Wavelength shifting is a process brought about by the molecular structure of aromatic
organic compounds. These compounds are composed of carbon atoms in phenyl
groups or other structures of carbon atoms with multiple bonds (see Figure 4.1).
The ground state electronic configuration of carbon is 1s22s22p2. When a carbon
atom forms a double bond, an electron in the 2s orbital is excited to the empty 2p
1Research involving UV-sensitive photodetectors is very active and has lately yielded some suc-
cesses in directly detecting argon scintillation light [32].
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Figure 4.1: Skeletal formula of tetraphenyl butadiene. The π-bonds, represented as
delocalized rings in the phenyl groups, lie above and below the plane of carbon atoms.
These loosely bound electrons are responsible for this compound’s wavelength shifting
properties.
orbital, and the outer s orbital mixes with two of the p orbitals through a process
called sp2-hybridization. This mixing produces three identical sp2 orbitals lying in a
plane, separated from each other by 120◦, with the leftover and unchanged p orbital
lying perpendicular to the plane. The three sp2 orbitals form strong bonds with other
atoms, called σ-bonds. The remaining p orbital can then overlap with a neighboring
atom’s p orbital, forming a π-bond. While the σ-bonds form directly between neigh-
boring atoms, the weaker π-bonds form above and below the molecular plane, with
loosely bound electrons that are more easily excited and ionized. It is the excitation
of the π-bound electrons that are responsible for the compound’s wavelength shifting
ability [33].
The π-bound electrons in aromatic compounds have energy level spacings on the
order of eVs, ideal for absorbing UV light. These electronic energy levels can be
denoted S0 (ground state), S1 (first excited singlet state), S2, etc. Each electronic
energy level is split by vibrational modes of the molecule, with energy spacings on
the order of a tenth the size of the electronic levels [34]. The vibrational sublevels of
S0 are denoted S00, S01, etc.
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A diagram of the wavelength shifting process can be seen in Fig. 4.2. At room or
cryogenic temperatures, the majority of electrons occupy the ground state and sub-
level, S00. After absorbing a photon, the electron gets excited into some state SAB,
where A >= 1 and B >= 0. The electronic energy levels are near enough that the
vibrational energy splitting causes some overlap between neighboring energy levels,
such that an S40 electron can undergo radiationless internal conversion to some vibra-
tional state of S3, and quickly thermalize to S30 before converting to some vibrational
state of S2, and so on until it reaches the lowest excited state S10. This whole process
is dependent on molecular vibration, which is much more rapid (∼ 10−12 s) than the
process of spontaneous emission (∼ 10−8 s), so these electrons normally reach S10
before emission.
The emission spectrum is therefore dependent upon the energy level S10 and the
vibrational sublevels of the ground electronic state to which it can decay. A decay to
any of the ground states results in an emission of a photon, which, due to energy lost
in the internal conversion process, is lower energy than the absorbed photon. Thus
we have wavelength shifting.
In the case where an absorbed photon results in an excitation directly from S00
(or the more sparsely populated vibrational states) to the lowest excited level S10, the
emitted photon could have similar wavelength to the absorbed photon. This leads to
a slight self-absorption of the scintillation which varies from compound to compound.
It should be mentioned that a highly energetic photon (∼ 10 eV) would be capable
of ionizing the π-bound electron. The scattered electron could then induce excitations
in neighboring π orbitals before recombining.
The reader should now have a basic grasp of the wavelength shifting process. A
full treatment of WLS scintillation would involve a discussion of the excited triplet








































Figure 4.2: Energy level diagram of the wavelength-shifting process (inspired by [33]).
At equilibrium, most electrons occupy the ground state S00. After absorbing a photon
and jumping up into an excited state, they undergo rapid and radiationless internal
conversion to the lowest excited state S10. The ∆E from this state to the vibrational
sublevels of the ground state is less than the energy of the absorbed photon, so the
emitted photon has a longer wavelength.
4.1.1 Choosing a WLS for Liquid Argon
There are three properties of WLSs that are of primary importance to light detection
and are used to determine the optimal WLS for use in a given experiment. These
properties are the absorbance and emission spectra, the re-emission lifetime, and the




Tetraphenyl-butadiene (1,1,4,4-tetraphenyl-1,3-butadiene, or TPB) is an organic com-
pound that exhibits wavelength-shifting properties. In the field of dark matter re-
search, it is a common method of converting UV scintillation photons into longer
wavelengths for efficient counting. A lot has been written about TPB over the years,
so before delving into the attributes that make TPB the WLS of choice for liquid
argon experiments, a brief summary will be given of some TPB papers that are of
particular interest to dark matter detection.
4.2.1 History
The first measurements of TPB conversion efficiency as a function of incident wave-
length were carried out in 1963 by Brunet et al., in which they found that TPB had
significantly greater efficiency at converting vacuum-ultraviolet light than the widely
used sodium salicylate [35]. This was confirmed again almost a decade later by Mai
and Drouin in 1971, stating an efficiency three times that of sodium salicylate [36].
They also claim that the efficiency is at a maximum when the TPB is evaporated
onto a surface to a density of 0.47 mg/cm2.
Interest in using TPB for commercial purposes began to grow, and in 1972 Bur-
ton and Powell published another study of TPB wavelength-shifting efficiency for UV
astronomy [37]. They presented multiple efficiency curves with varying TPB thick-
nesses, claiming that the peak occurs at a surface density of 1.0 mg/cm2. This is at
odds with the previous measurement by Mai and Drouin and those that came after.
With the advent of dark matter scintillation detectors in the 1990s, TPB was
again looked at as a way to achieve efficient collection of UV light. A 1996 paper
by Lally et al. claim an optimal TPB thickness of ∼0.1 mg/cm2 for shifting 175 nm
light, near the xenon peak output wavelength [38]. They also show evidence of a
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10%-15% degradation of the TPB efficiency over a six month period during which the
samples were stored in sealed containers in the dark. They suggest that it is a result
of oxidation and hydration of the compound.
Following shortly after Lally et al. is a 1997 paper by McKinsey et al. [39]. In
it, they illuminate TPB with 58.4 nm (helium), 74.0 nm (neon), and 128 nm (argon)
photons, and claim an optimal thickness of 0.2 mg/cm2. They also show severe ef-
fects of exposing TPB to light. A 5 min exposure of TPB to a xenon UV lamp in
atmosphere resulted in a reduction of pulse height by a factor of four. Exposure to
fluorescent laboratory lighting in atmosphere over a 24 h period resulted in a factor
of two reduction in pulse height.
After a decade of substantial growth in particle astrophysics, the use of TPB be-
came widespread in neutrino and dark matter physics experiments. In 2011, Gehman
et al. published a paper examining the TPB response to UV wavelengths in the
range emitted by the noble liquids [40]. They found an optimal TPB thickness of
0.22 mg/cm2, in agreement with McKinsey et al.
In 2013, an investigation into the mechanism behind TPB degradation was under-
taken by Jones et al. for the LBNE experiment (now called DUNE) [41]. They found
the degradation to be correlated with an increase in benzophenone, a UV-inhibiting
impurity that is formed by photooxidation as the TPB sample was exposed to UV
light. They show that the performance to TPB can be improved and the degradation
can be delayed by forming a mixture with 20% 4-tert-butylcatechol, a free radical
inhibitor.
The same year, another study of TPB scintillation efficiency as a function of
thickness was published by Francini et al. [42]. They excited the TPB with a broad
band of wavelengths using a xenon lamp. No significant variation in TPB efficiency
was found for thicknesses between 0.35 mg/cm2 and 1.45 mg/cm2; however, they did
measure a slight redshift in the emission peak, moving from 423 nm at 0.35 mg/cm2
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Figure 4.3: The motivation for using TPB in a liquid argon experiment. The TPB
wavelength shifting region (blue-green) overlaps the LAr emission region (light blue).
The TPB emission spectrum (orange) is ideal for transmittance through detector
windows which are typically made with UV-grade fused silica (yellow) or acrylic
(dark blue). The wavelength also matches the range for which many PMTs have
peak quantum efficiency (violet). Curves obtained from [43, 40, 44, 45].
to 428 nm at 1.875 mg/cm2. This is attributed to the thicker TPB having greater
self-absorption, which affects short-wavelength light more due to its overlap with the
absorption spectrum.
With this summary, we can see the major developments of TPB research that
have taken place over the last 50 years as well as the general interest the scientific
community has in the material. Other important TPB measurements, namely those
involving direct stimulation of the TPB with alpha and beta radiation, deserve special
attention due to their role in surface backgrounds. These papers will be discussed in
Chapter 7.
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4.2.2 TPB for Liquid Argon Experiments
TPB is the WLS of choice for most liquid argon experiments for several reasons.
First, the TPB absorption can absorb the 128 nm photons produced by the ar-
gon, and the emission spectrum is well aligned with the PMT efficiency curve and
transmission curves for common window materials (see Fig. 4.3).
Second, the decay lifetime of excited TPB is short (<10 ns). This is of particular
importance for liquid argon dark matter searches, as their primary means of rejecting
electron recoil backgrounds (gammas, betas) is through pulse-shape discrimination
(PSD). The longer the decay lifetime of the WLS, the more smeared out the primary
signal becomes, which makes PSD more difficult.
Third, the vacuum evaporation procedure for coating TPB onto surfaces is simple
and produces a layer of constant thickness over the surface. It can also withstand the




An alpha decay occurs when the nucleus of a radioactive atom emits a particle com-
prising 2 protons and 2 neutrons, also known as a helium nucleus or alpha particle.
The atom, which now has a reduced atomic mass and atomic number, is therefore a
new element, and is called the “daughter” of the decay. The daughter may be stable,
or it may be radioactive and decay again into another element, and so on. A line of
successive decays is called a decay chain.
Radioactive elements can also undergo other types of decay, emitting beta parti-
cles (electrons) and gamma rays. When these interact with the argon they produce
electron recoil signals, which LAr detectors are good at discriminating against (see
Chapter 3). In contrast, alpha particles (“alphas”) do not produce electron recoil
signals in LAr and therefore deserve special attention.
5.1 Source of Alphas
Alphas can be readily found in nature. Elements such as uranium and thorium are
naturally occurring, having been created in supernovae billions of years ago, eventu-
ally finding their way into the Earth’s crust as it was forming. Their long half-lives
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mean that they are still present today. They are the source of long decay chains which
contain several alpha decays (see Fig. 5.1), as well as beta decays.
Trace amounts of these radioisotopes can be found to varying degrees in virtually
every substance on Earth. Low background experiments, such as those searching for
dark matter, utilize special materials that have been screened to ensure that they have
exceptionally low levels of this radioactivity. Screening involves putting a sample of
the material into a radiation counter that will measure alphas or gamma rays coming
from the sample. This information is then used to estimate the abundance of different
radioactive elements within the material.
A material that is too radioactive in this context does not mean that it is dangerous
from a human health and safety point of view. To even be considered for a low
background experiment, a material needs to be far lower in natural radioactivity
than most things humans interact with daily (including other humans).
Alphas are a concern for LAr detectors both directly and indirectly. Directly,
alphas themselves can produce signals in the argon. Alphas are charged and rela-
tively slow (non-relativistic), so they lose energy quickly and cannot travel very far
or penetrate through thick layers of material; nevertheless, if they are emitted within
the LAr itself or on the interior surface of the detector, they can deposit all or some
of their energy in the argon. While the typical alpha has an energy on the order of
MeVs – well above the region of interest for a dark matter search – some alphas that
get produced at a slight depth in the detector wall can lose a large fraction of this
energy on their way into the argon, resulting in a more dangerous low energy NR-like
signal. An alpha decay on the surface of the detector can also send the alpha into the
wall and the recoiling nucleus into the argon, again producing a low energy NR-like
signal.
Indirectly, alphas can hit another atom’s nucleus and knock out a neutron in a
so-called (α, n) reaction. This neutron, even if initially far from the detector, can
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travel a long distance and find its way to the argon, producing a nuclear recoil signal
that may look like dark matter. This indirect alpha-induced background typically
falls under the umbrella of neutron backgrounds rather than alpha backgrounds, and
is discussed in detail elsewhere [26].
5.2 “Upper” and “lower” decay chains
The uranium and thorium decay chains begin with several alpha and beta decays
until they arrive at, temporarily, an isotope of radon. Unlike the prior elements in
the chain, radon is a gas, and its gaseous nature gives it a greater ability to diffuse
through the rock, steel, or other material in which it was produced and mix with the
air – or in the case of DarkSide-50, the argon. Once mixed in with the bulk argon,
the alpha decay from radon and the elements following it will produce clear signals
in the detector.
Radon’s unique behavior causes a splitting of the decay chain, with the elements
coming before and after radon comprising the “upper” and “lower” chains, respec-
tively.
The alphas in the upper chain are not often seen in detectors because they do
not have enough energy to make it out of the material and into the detector medium
unless they happen to be extremely close to the surface (a 5 MeV alpha loses 100%
of its energy after travelling only 10 µm in steel [46]).
This thesis is interested in alphas that directly produce signals in the detector,













































































Figure 5.1: Naturally occurring decay chains. The times listed are the half-lives.




Surface backgrounds, in the context of scintillation counting experiments, are unde-
sired scintillation events originating on the surface of the detector—such as a wall
or a window—that is containing the target volume. A primary example is 210Po, a
radioisotope that undergoes alpha decay with a half-life of 138 days. It is part of
the naturally occurring 222Rn decay series, and can be introduced onto the detector
surfaces if they come into contact with even trace amounts of radon or its daughters.
Completely clean surfaces are unattainable, so surface backgrounds are ordinar-
ily suppressed by making position-based cuts. This involves throwing out all the
events that occur near the surfaces, effectively reducing the volume of the target to
an inner “fiducial” volume. Depending on the precision of the position reconstruc-
tion algorithm, substantial fiducial cuts may be needed to suppress this background,
particularly in dark matter experiments that try to avoid even a single background
event. It is not uncommon to lose 50% of a detector’s target mass to fiducial cuts [47].
Alternative methods for surface background rejection, such as the one described in
Sec. 7.2, could allow experiments to retain significantly more of their target volume.
This has an enormous impact on the current generation of detectors, as a doubling


















Figure 6.1: Alphas decay modes on the surface of a liquid argon detector depend on
the origin of the radioisotope. Significant scintillation is expected whenever an alpha
travels through LAr or TPB, or when the nucleus travels through LAr. Of particular
concern is decay mode I(b), which has a low energy signal produced in the liquid
by the recoiling nucleus, as well as decay modes (II-IV)(b), which have low energy
signals produced in the liquid by a degraded alpha. Decay modes (II-IV)(c) produce
scintillation only in the TPB, but this can still be a concern for experiments that do
not rely on charge collection.
experiments that aim to achieve a given exposure by lowering the necessary target
volume required and thereby reducing the cost.
6.1 Surface Decay Modes
The presence of TPB on the surfaces of a LAr detector presents a complicated pic-
ture for the decay modes of the radioisotope. A variety of signals can be produced
depending on the location of the isotope and the direction of the decay products. The
possible modes for surface alpha decays are illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Each case will be
examined and its potential for creating a concerning background will be discussed.
(I-IV)(a): The alpha deposits a large fraction of its energy (∼MeV) in the LAr. This
mode does not pose a background for detectors looking for low energy interactions.
I(b): The alpha is directed toward the wall, and deposits some or all of its energy
in the TPB, depending on the angle. The recoiling nucleus can be ejected from the
surface into the LAr and produce a low energy nuclear recoil, a potential background.
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(II-IV)(b): The alpha is degraded as it passes through surface material, and has the
potential to be degraded enough to fall in the detector’s low energy search region.
(II-IV)(c): No signal is produced in the LAr, but the alpha will still produce a signal
in the TPB. The alpha scintillation in TPB is known to be heavily quenched [48], so
this could result in a low energy signal. It could pose a background for experiments
that do not depend on charge collection from interactions in the LAr.
(III,IV)(d): The alpha is emitted directly into the detector wall. Alpha scintillation
has not been seen in the common detector wall materials, such as Teflon, fused silica,
or acrylic, so these modes do not pose a background. The recoiling nucleus (∼100 keV)
does not have enough energy to reach the LAr.
This examination of the surface decay modes reveals that each mode carrying a
risk of background features some amount of alpha scintillation in TPB. It is therefore
useful to study this process, because if it produces a signal that significantly differs
from a nuclear recoil in LAr, it can be used to reject surface backgrounds. The
results of a dedicated study of the behavior of TPB under various forms of radiation
is detailed in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7
Radon Daughter and Organic
Scintillator Experiment (RaDOSE)
The Radon Daughter and Organic Scintillator Experiment was designed and oper-
ated at Princeton University by Chris Stanford, Jingke Xu, and Shawn Westerdale,
with help from Allan Nelson.
7.1 Overview of the Detector
A diagram of the detector can be found in Fig. 7.1. It consists of two stainless steel
chambers separated by a quartz window, which forms a hermetic seal with a Teflon
gasket. The upper chamber houses a single Hamamatsu R11065 photomultiplier tube
(PMT) directed downward at the window. The PMT has a negative HV base [49] and
is typically biased at −1300V. The lower chamber, measuring approximately 230 cm3,
is lined with 1 cm-thick Teflon, forming a reflecting cup. Samples containing TPB
are placed into this cup with radioactive sources. The chambers are connected to a
Pfeiffer turbopump [50], which is capable of producing a 10−6 mbar vacuum in the
lower chamber. The system is connected to a high purity (99.9997%) argon gas bottle













Figure 7.1: A cutaway view of the detector. The zoomed inset of the lower chamber
shows the sensitive volume where the samples are placed.
with a SAES getter [51], allowing the chambers to be filled with scintillation-grade
argon. The pressure in the upper and lower chambers is monitored with a pair of
OMEGA DPG1000B-30V100G pressure gauges.
The detector is mounted on three legs, allowing it to stand upright, and to be
lowered into the bottom of an open double-walled dewar. The dewar can then be
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Figure 7.2: The RaDOSE support system
filled with liquid nitrogen (LN2) to perform cryogenic vacuum measurements, or filled
with LAr to condense the argon gas in the system to study LAr scintillation.
After a measurement with LAr, it takes 24 to 36 hours for the liquid in the dewar
and the detector to evaporate and for the system to reach equilibrium with the lab
temperature. Each chamber has a pressure relief valve set at 5 psig to release the high
pressure gas that forms when the liquid argon inside the detector evaporates during
this process.
A schematic of the support system for RaDOSE can be found in Fig. 7.2. The
entire system was checked with a Pfeiffer leak detector [52] and found to have a leak
rate below 10−7 mbar L/s.
The data acquisition system consists of an analog amplifier and a CAEN V1720
analog-to-digital converter [53] with a 4 ns sampling rate. The digital signal is deliv-
ered to a PC via a CAEN A2818 optical controller and recorded with the Daqman




RaDOSE was designed to study the alpha scintillation from 214Po, obtained by ex-
posing a sample material to 222Rn. The source’s lifetime was therefore set by the
longest-lived radon daughter prior to 214Po, which is 214Pb with a 27 min half-life.
The short lifetime of the source drove several key features of RaDOSE’s design, which
might otherwise seem strange.
The primary goal was to start with a warm detector, which had just been exposed
to the lab air while inserting the sample, and be able to take data with high purity
liquid argon in under three hours, before the sample decayed away.
The triplet state of argon scintillation (see Sec. 3.2) is highly sensitive to N2
contamination, even at the ppm level [55]. After it was exposed to N2 during sample
placement, the detector had to be pumped down to a vacuum and purged with high
purity argon several times to flush the system of N2. The speed at which this can
be done is directly proportional to the volume being flushed, hence the choice of
having two volumes hermetically separated by a window. The small, lower volume,
which contains the liquid argon, could be pumped down to 10−6 mbar in a just a few
minutes. The larger, upper volume, which houses the PMT, also went through several
pumping and purging cycles, but not the the same extent. This was done to reduce
the N2 concentration of any gas that might leak from the upper chamber to the lower
through the Teflon gasket.
A closer view of the Teflon gasket and quartz interface can be seen in Fig. 7.3.
Ultimately, the design proved to be flexible and allowed us to make many different
measurements that were not conceived of until after the construction. The sealed
window design allowed us to pump the detector cavity down to vacuum to make
measurements of alphas unimpeded by air, while the PMT remained at atmospheric










Figure 7.3: Dimensions of the window seal in the RaDOSE detector.
7.1.2 Pictures
Pictures of the TPB evaporation chamber and the radon deposition system can be
seen in Fig. 7.4. More details about these two systems can be found in [56].
Pictures of the exterior and interior of RaDOSE can be seen in Fig. 7.5 and 7.6,
respectively.
A picture of a TPB-coated quartz slide used to perform a measurement can be
seen in Fig. 7.7 under illumination from a UV lamp.
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(a) The TPB vacuum deposition system. (b) The radon deposition system
Figure 7.4: The TPB vacuum deposition system and the radon deposition system.
7.2 Measurements
The lower chamber was configured in different ways to study different sources. These
configurations can be seen in Fig. 7.8(A-D). The scintillation response of TPB was
measured for alphas and betas in a vacuum (A&B), for alpha decays from radon
daughters in LAr (C), and for 128 nm photons in LAr (D).
The purpose of the vacuum measurements was to determine the response of TPB
to various forms of ionizing radiation, while the purpose of the radon daughter mea-
surement was to produce the expected background signal from actual surface events
that could be seen in a LAr detector (decay mode I(b) in Fig. 6.1). The final measure-
ment involving 128 nm photons was required to compare these results to TPB-shifted
scintillation light produced by a regular interaction in the bulk LAr.
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(a) The RaDOSE detector. (b) The lower volume with the gas flow tube.
Figure 7.5: The RaDOSE exterior.
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(a) The quartz window seal between the up-
per and lower volumes, with TPB evaporated
on the surface. Some measurements used a
clear window without TPB.
(b) The empty lower volume before the re-
flector and sample are placed inside.
Figure 7.6: The RaDOSE interior.































Figure 7.8: Diagrams of the detector configurations for the different measurements.
7.3 Procedure
Measurement A: Vacuum Alphas (Fig. 7.8A)
For the first measurement, a 210Po alpha needle source (E=5.3 MeV) was secured with
PTFE tape to the top of a quartz slide coated with (205±10µg/cm2) TPB. The slide
was placed in the detector, and the chamber containing the source was pumped down
to 10−3 mbar.
Prior to TPB deposition, the quartz slide was cleaned in an ultrasonic bath for
thirty minutes and left to bake in a vacuum oven at 120◦C for a minimum of five
hours. This procedure was followed for all substrate materials used in the different
studies.
The measurement was performed at two temperatures: ambient lab temperature
(295 K) and LN2 temperature (77 K). To obtain the LN2 temperature data, the bot-
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tom half of the detector (the entirety of the lower chamber) was submerged in LN2.
Measurements were recorded after the detector had been submerged for 1 hour to
allow enough time for the TPB to reach equilibrium with the LN2.
Measurement B: Vacuum Betas (Fig. 7.8B)
The TPB scintillation response to beta excitation was measured using a 90Sr/Y needle
source [57], a nearly-pure beta emitter (Iγ ∼ 0.01%) [58]. The source was fastened
to a pure silver slide coated with TPB using PTFE tape. Since betas have a higher
penetrating power than alphas, a thicker layer (1290± 50µg/cm2) of TPB was used
to capture more of the beta energy. The silver slide was chosen to prevent the release
of Cherenkov light from the substrate when the beta passes through the TPB and
enters the slide material.
The beta response was observed at lab temperature and LN2 temperature in the
same manner as the alpha measurements.
Measurement C: Surface Decay in LAr (Fig. 7.8C)
The full signal from a surface decay includes the 128 nm light produced by the recoiling
nucleus in the LAr. A layer of (265±50µg/cm2) TPB was evaporated onto the quartz
window and Teflon reflecting cup to shift this light to longer wavelengths.
The quartz slide was coated with the same thickness of TPB, and was left for ten
hours in a chamber filled with argon and 222Rn gas obtained from a 226Ra source.
The slide was then removed from the radon chamber and the initial activity was
measured with a Geiger counter to be about 500 Bq, or 100 Bq/cm2. The slide was
then immediately placed in the Teflon cup and the detector was closed and pumped
down to a vacuum. The detector was purged with clean argon gas several times to










Figure 7.9: The 214Po alpha decay observed in Measurement C. A delayed coinci-
dence search with the preceding 214Bi decay provides efficient means for reducing the
background in this measurement.
After achieving a 10−6 mbar vacuum, the detector was filled with gas from the
argon purification system. The detector was placed in an empty dewar which was
then filled with LAr until the lower chamber was submerged. As the argon gas in
the lower chamber condensed into a liquid, it drew in more gas from the system.
This continued for 2 hours until the lower chamber was filled with LAr, submerging
the quartz slide. Data collection began once the gas flow through the purification
system ceased, indicating that the chamber was in equilibrium with the surrounding
LAr bath. Later, the detector was cooled down with the PMT and upper chamber
removed, and it was verified by observing the liquid level through the quartz window
that the lower chamber is completely filled with liquid once it reaches equilibrium
and the gas flow rate from the argon bottles ceases.
The alpha decay of interest for this measurement was the decay of 214Po. 214Po’s
short half-life of 164 µs allows it to be tagged by its delayed coincidence with the
preceding beta decay of 214Bi (see Fig. 7.9) for a substantial reduction in background.
Measurement D: LAr 128 nm photons (Fig. 7.8D)
The TPB-coated quartz window and Teflon cup from the radon daughter study re-
mained in the detector for this measurement. A 210Po needle source was stuck into
the bottom of the cup, standing upright so that the eye of the needle was in the center
of the volume, far from any TPB surfaces.
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To produce prompt 128 nm light pulses in the detector, the detector was fed a
mixture of roughly 99.9% Ar and 0.1% nitrogen. N2 is known to heavily quench the
light production from the longer-lived triplet state of argon. A dedicated study of
this phenomenon can be found in [55], which showed that the triplet state disappears
at the 500 ppm level. Since our measurement was not concerned with light yield, we
surpassed this concentration to ensure that when the alpha from the needle inter-
acted with the liquid, the resulting pulse would be fully prompt with no measurable
late component. Thus, any longer time structure in the measured pulses could be
attributed to the response of the TPB to the 128 nm light.
Note that the 5.3 MeV 210Po alphas, when depositing their full energy in LAr as
they do here, would produce enough light to saturate the digitizers. To avoid this, a
1.3 cm diameter stainless steel tube was placed upright in the detector, coaxial with
the needle source. The tube drastically reduced the light yield, as the 128 nm LAr
light had only a small solid angle through which to escape the tube and reach the
TPB.
7.4 Pulse Shapes
In analyzing the TPB scintillation from 210Po alphas (Measurement A), it was dis-
covered that a significant fraction of the scintillation light had a lifetime on the order
of milliseconds. This is orders of magnitude longer than previously reported TPB
scintillation lifetimes [59, 60]. An example of a waveform from a single interaction of
an alpha in TPB can be seen in Fig. 7.10.
The milliseconds-long lifetime of the TPB scintillation is also orders of magnitude
longer than that of pure argon scintillation, for which the longest-lived component
has a lifetime of only 1.4–1.6 µs, depending on argon purity [61]. Therefore, if the
magnitude of this “tail” is substantially different between alpha excitation and the
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Figure 7.10: A single waveform from alpha scintillation in TPB at LN2 temperature.
The prompt occurs at Time=0 and has a lifetime of a few nanoseconds, while the late
component has a lifetime of milliseconds. The small pulses throughout the tail of the
pulse are made up of single photoelectrons.
UV wavelength shifting process, PSD could be used to get a strong suppression of
surface events.
The results of the remaining measurements with betas and UV photons led to the
discovery that while the TPB tail is still present under these forms of excitation, its
magnitude is greatly reduced. The results are compared through the use of average
waveforms.
Average Waveforms
Thousands of waveform samples were collected for each measurement. Data selection
cuts were applied to remove waveforms containing PMT afterpulses, pileup pulses,
or Cherenkov backgrounds (characterized by large, entirely prompt pulses). The
systematic uncertainties introduced by these cuts were studied by comparing the
results with and without these cuts, and are included in the final results.
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The waveforms passing the cuts for each configuration were summed, with each
waveform weighted by its integral. The summed waveforms were then normalized to
an integral of 1, which we call the average waveform (AW).
The AWs exhibit both high intensity at short timescales and low intensity at long
timescales, so it is useful to display them on log-log axes. Before computing the AW,
the time axis for each waveform was divided into exponentially increasing bin sizes,
such that the bin widths would appear constant on a log axis. The average value of
the waveform within each bin was then used to compute the AW.
After the AWs were obtained, they were passed through a deconvolution algorithm
to remove the smearing effect of the single-photoelectron response of the PMT. This
response of the PMT was obtained using a HORIBA NanoLED pulsed picosecond
laser of similar wavelength to the TPB emission spectrum.
The final AW for each measurement can be seen in Fig. 7.11.
Several measures were undertaken to study other sources of systematic uncertain-
ties. First, background runs were taken without a radiation source to quantify the
baseline noise and dark count rate of the PMT, as well as external backgrounds in the
LAr like gammas and cosmogenic muons. Second, multiple PMTs were used to verify
that the TPB tail was not a result of a faulty detector. Third, multiple substrates
were tested under alpha excitation, including quartz, Teflon, acrylic, and silver, to
verify that the scintillation was coming only from the TPB and not the substrate
itself. Fourth, every trigger of the data acquisition system recorded a minimum of
50 µs prior to the trigger to ensure a clean baseline before an event.
The external background rate in the LAr configurations was measured to be less
than 1 Hz, thanks to both the lead shielding surrounding the detector and the detec-
tor’s small target mass. The LAr Measurement C removes this background with the
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Figure 7.11: The average waveforms of TPB scintillation pulses from different sources
and under different conditions. Top: Measurements A and B involving alpha and
beta needle sources at room temperature and LN2 temperature. Bottom left: Mea-
surement C involving surface alpha decays in LAr. Bottom right: Measurement D
involving the 128 nm photons from LAr scintillation.
signals from alpha depositions in LAr, eliminates the external background by setting
a high energy threshold.
The TPB tail remained unchanged with different PMTs, and no measurable scin-
tillation was found from alpha excitation in the tested substrates. The baseline noise




The long tail of the AWs does not follow an exponential decay process. Rather, the
shape resembles a power-law decay with an exponential cutoff. In [62], R. Voltz and
G. Laustriat describe this behavior using a model of the scintillation process of organic
compounds which considers both the prompt and delayed response of the scintillator.
The following is a summary of their model.
Voltz and Laustriat Model
After ionizing radiation is absorbed by the compound, the electrons fall into excited
singlet and triplet states. The singlet states decay quickly while the triplet states
have a longer decay lifetime and produce a “delayed” signal. This process is not
represented simply by an extra exponential term, because in regions of the scintil-
lator that have received high levels of ionization, such as the track produced by an
alpha particle, intra-molecular interactions become significant; triplet states can be
destroyed through triplet-triplet annihilation with timescales related to the diffusion
of these dense pockets of ionized species.
The full equation describing the instantaneous intensity of the scintillation versus
time takes the form:
I(t) = Ip(t) + Id(t)
where Ip(t) and Id(t) represent the instantaneous intensities of the prompt and delayed
components, respectively. Ip(t) is a result of the decay of the short-lived singlet states






where Np is the total integrated intensity of Ip(t) and τS is the lifetime of the singlet
states.
The instantaneous intensity of the delayed component, Id(t), is derived by con-
sidering the diffusion of densely packed triplet states and their interactions with each
other. The full form of Id(t) is cumbersome, but a simplification can be made for
t  τS, and can be justified by the fact that Ip(t) is dominant in the t ∼ τS regime





Where Nd is the total integrated intensity of Id(t) and τd =
∫∞
0














• τT is the lifetime of the triplet state,
• ta is a time constant defined as ta = r20/4DT , where r0 is the characteristic width
of the ionization track and DT is the diffusion coefficient of the triplet states,







, where tb = [χttCT (0)]
−1, with χtt being the rate constant for
bimolecular quenching of triplet states and CT (0) is the initial concentration of
triplet states,





dα is the exponential integral.
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Visually, F (t) looks flat up until ta, then it transitions to a power-law decay,
which appears as a straight line on a log-log plot, with the slope affected by A. After
reaching τT  ta, the exponential term begins to dominate, cutting off the power-law.
Fitting the Model to Data
The formula I(t) given by Voltz and Laustriat underwent two modifications before it
was fit to the data.
The first modification to the fit function was a result of the fact that the rise-
time of the event was not completely removed by the PMT response deconvolution.
This could be due in part to very small variations in the arrival time of emitted
photons caused by the reflector and detector geometry, and in part to the discrete
4 ns sampling rate. To account for this, a Gaussian term G(t;µ, σ) was convolved
with I(t).
The second modification was due to the presence of an intermediate component
that could not be fit by the function as given. A much better fit was found by
introducing an additional exponential term (τ ∼10 ns) to fit the intermediate region.
A possible explanation for this component is the simplification made in the Voltz
and Laustriat model that treats the prompt and delayed components as separate
processes. This simplification may be invalid during the transition between the two
timescales, where neither process is dominant. The addition of the exponential term
to model this region is an empirical change only, and is not suggested to correctly
describe the underlying physics.
After the addition of the Gaussian convolution term and the intermediate compo-






























Figure 7.12: A breakdown of a fit to an average waveform showing the different
components of the fit function. This average waveform comes from the scintillation
of betas in TPB at room temperature.




+Id(t;Nd, A, ta, τT )
)
+ C
where C represents a constant rate from dark counts and baseline noise. Since C
does not represent any component of the TPB scintillation, this term is subtracted
after the fit and a re-scaling is performed on each of the integrated intensity terms





N ′d to be interpreted as the faction of light of the TPB scintillation that is due to the
prompt, intermediate, and delayed components, respectively.
An example of a fit showing the different components can be seen in Fig. 7.12.
In the case of radon daughter measurement shown in Fig. 7.8C, only the tail of the
AW was fit. This is because at t < 10 µs there are additional components from the
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d A ta( µs) τT ( µs)






Alphas @ 295K 0.15(3) 0.051(2) 0.80(2) 0 0.08-0.2
Betas @ 77K 0.60(3) 0.13(3) 0.26(2) < 0.052 0.1-0.3
1000-5000
Alphas @ 77K 0.17(1) 0.033(2) 0.80(3) 0
1-2
Surface Decay - - - - 0.84(5) 0
128nm photons 0.73(3) 5.2(10) - - 0.27(3) 1.9(3) 0.078(20)
Table 7.1: The parameters for Ifit(t) when fit to the average waveforms for each
measurement. The total errors, which are dominated by systematics, are shown in
parentheses, with n digits in parentheses indicating the error on the last n digits.
argon scintillation of the recoiling nucleus [48], which are not included in the model.
The fraction of light in the delayed component, N ′d, is the most valuable parameter
for this study, and can still be extracted from this fit.
In the case of the 128 nm photon measurement, the two exponentials Ip(t) and
Im(t) were smeared out by the width of the signal, which is set by the lifetime of
the singlet state of excited argon. For this fit the Im(t) component was dropped, and
Ip(t) can be considered as the effective lifetime of prompt argon scintillation light after
being shifted by TPB. The lifetime of the prompt argon scintillation is not known to
high enough precision for there to be a value in deconvolving this signal [61].
The fitted parameter values for each AW can be found in Table 7.1. Several of the
parameters were subject to constraints to guide and ease the computational burden
on the fitter and will be discussed.
Fit Constraints
Several measures were taken to reduce the total number of free parameters that the
fitting algorithm had to deal with.
The constant term C representing the noise was constrained to be within 1σ of
a constant fit to the 50 µs baseline region of the AW preceding prompt. The trigger
threshold for the data acquisition was set above the single photoelectron threshold
to avoid biasing this value. Otherwise, an uncorrelated photoelectron could occur in
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the tail of the pulse, but not the in the pre-prompt region (because it would have
triggered the data acquisition system).
Since the AWs were normalized to 1, the term Nd could be eliminated be redefining
it as Nd = 1−Np −Nm − C · tmax, where tmax is the size of the integration window.
Several parameters were expected a priori to be independent of temperature and
radiation type. These are µ, which depends on the arbitrary definition of the start
of the pulse, and σ, which depends on the optics of the light collection and the
digitizer resolution. The lifetime of the singlet to ground state transition, τS, was
also suspected of being independent.
The lifetime of the triplet to ground state transition τT is an intrinsic property of
the TPB and should be independent of the radiation type. However, phosphorescence
has been known to depend on temperature [63], so τT was only fixed across measure-
ments of the same temperature. Degradation of the TPB from exposure to the lab
environment (see [38, 39, 41]) may also impact τT , but this has not been studied.
After an initial fit of each AW with all parameters left free, µ, σ, τS were found
to remain constant within statistical errors from one fit to the next as expected. The
intermediate component lifetime, τm, for which the origin is uncertain, was also found
to remain constant. The Gaussian parameters µ and σ had mean values of 21 ns and
2 ns, respectively.
These parameters were then fixed to their mean values from the previous fits, and
a second fit was performed to each waveform with fewer free parameters. These are
the results shown in Table 7.1. The variance of each parameter’s value between the
free and constrained fits is included in the systematic errors.
Discussion
There are several observations to be made regarding the results of the fit.
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The waveforms for alphas at room temperature and LN2 temperature each have
combined prompt and intermediate (N ′p and N
′
m) values of around 0.2, indicating that
in these cases the delayed component (N ′d ∼ 0.8) is in fact the dominant component.
This confirms the earlier observations by eye that alpha scintillation in TPB had a
large tail. The fitter also strongly preferred a null value for A for alpha scintillation.
In terms of the Voltz and Laustriat model, this means that the product χttCT (0) must
be small, where χtt is the rate constant for bimolecular quenching of triplet states and
CT (0) is the initial concentration of triplet states. It is unclear why either of these
values would be smaller for alpha scintillation than for other forms of radiation. It is
possible that this is simply an insufficient model for the alpha data.
The fitter also favored A = 0 for the in-situ surface background measurement with
radon daughters. Since only the tail of this function was fit (t ta), this caused the
parameter ta to become degenerate with Nd. Therefore ta became a fixed parameter
and was set to the value obtained by the fit to the AW of alphas at LN2 temperature.
The intermediate region of the alpha AW at LN2 temperature is not well fit,
indicating that our introduction of an extra exponential term for this region may be
an oversimplification.
For betas, the delayed component was significantly smaller than for alphas, but
still non-negligible withN ′d ∼ 0.3. However, the beta particles have higher penetrating
power, and often pass through the TPB while depositing only a small fraction of their
overall energy (∼ 0.1% for 500 keV betas in 2 µm-thick TPB [64]), producing a smaller
absolute pulse size compared to alphas. Thus, in practice, this tail was much harder
to notice. Observing beta scintillation in thicker (mm) layers of TPB could be an
interesting future study.
For both alphas and betas, there was an observed temperature dependence. While
the fraction of light in the delayed component remained nearly constant, the observed
triplet lifetime τT increased by an order of magnitude when going from warm to cold.
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This is consistent with observations of temperature dependence of phosphorescence
reported in [63].
The fit of the TPB response to 128 nm photons yielded the largest prompt fraction
at 0.73. Calculations using the integral of the fitted curve show that 97% of the scin-
tillation comes from the first 7 µs, meaning that argon experiments, which normally
use integration windows of this size, lose a small amount of their light yield to this
effect.
Lastly, there was an observed energy dependence of the AW on the energy, most
notably for alpha scintillation. In other words, alphas that passed normally through
the TPB deposited less energy than alphas that passed through at a steep angle, and
if an AW is produced for each case, slight differences can be seen. We attribute this to
the fact that as the alpha is slowed down by the TPB, it experiences different values of
dE/dx along its track, producing different initial concentrations of ionization. This is
at odds with the model, which assumes a constant CT (0), and may explain some of the
discrepancy in the fits of the alpha data. Rather than divide up the alpha spectrum,
the AWs we present here are weighted sums over all energies, which correspond to
weighted sums over all solid angles. This represents the average signal expected from
a decay, which can eject its products in any direction.
7.5 Surface Background Suppression
Based on the results of Measurements C and D, we find that when comparing surface
alpha decays to 128 nm argon scintillation photons, the former produce pulses with a
larger fraction of light in the delayed component. This suggests that surface decays
can be separated from events that take place in the bulk argon.
To quantify this rejection power, we compare the results of Measurement C to
data published by DarkSide-50, a dark matter experiment with a liquid argon target
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Figure 7.13: The effect of the integration window size W on the pulse shape pa-
rameter f90. By using a larger window, more of the photoelectrons from the delayed
component are included, and the events are moved away from the nuclear recoil band.
Contours obtained from [28].
mass [28]. DarkSide-50 uses a parameter called f90, defined as the integral of the first
90 ns of the pulse divided by the integral of the first 7 µs of the pulse, to separate
nuclear recoil signals from the electron recoil backgrounds. Fig. 4 of the cited paper
features a plot of f90 vs. the number in photoelectrons in the first 7 µs of the pulse. A
line is drawn on the plot as the 90% nuclear recoil acceptance contour (“90% line”),
which is used for the dark matter search. Therefore, the number of interest is the
fraction of surface decays that will produce a signal that fall above this line.
To properly compare results across the two experiments, the pulse integrals from
our experiment were multiplied by a factor of 7.9/6.23, which corrects for the dif-
ference in light yield between the two experiments. The zero-field light yield for
DarkSide-50 was found in [15], and the light yield for our experiment was calibrated
with the 60 keV gamma from an 241AmBe source.
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Due to the large, long-lived tail of the TPB scintillation, the region of f90 space
that surface backgrounds occupy is heavily dependent on the chosen size of the inte-
gration window, which we will call W . A larger choice of W will result in a larger
denominator in the f90 calculation, pushing the events downward in f90, away from
the nuclear recoils. A visualization of this can be seen in Fig. 7.13, where the same
events have been plotted twice: once with W = 7 µs and once with W = 2000 µs.
With the shorter integration window, 63% of ∼2500 surface alpha decays produced a
signal above the 90% line. With the larger integration window, none did.
Furthermore, we know that the nuclear recoils themselves will not experience the
same shift in f90 because Measurement D showed that >97% of the argon scintillation
light from the nuclear recoil that is shifted by the TPB will be detected within 7 µs.
This means that with a large W , the average nuclear recoil will experience shift
downward in f90 of about 3% (slightly more due to the delayed photons from the
triplet argon scintillation).
An order-of-magnitude estimate of the surface background acceptance (fraction of
surface decays that fall above the 90% line) for W = 2 ms can be obtained by fitting
a Gaussian to each bin along the x-axis, thereby obtaining a probability of a surface
event with a given energy to fall in the region of interest. Integrating over the entire
range gives an acceptance of 10−6.
For reasons such as trigger rate and pile-up signals, the use of millisecond-long
acquisition windows may be impractical for some experiments. We have extended the
acceptance estimation method to different choices of W to obtain the acceptance as
a function of W , which can be found in Fig. 7.14. The error bars show the difference
between the Gaussian estimation method and a direct counting of the number of
events above the 90% line. At least one event in the ∼2500 event data set, possibly
an accidental coincidence, remains above the line up until W=1000 µs. As mentioned
previously, with W=2000 µs, no events were found above the line.
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Figure 7.14: Surface background acceptance as a function of integration window size
The surface background suppression factor is the inverse of the surface background
acceptance, reaching a value of up to 106 with the longest integration windows. This
should be understood as the suppression factor for surface decay mode I(b), which is
only one mode of surface background. However, each other mode that carries a risk
of background must also have a similar or larger fraction of its light come from TPB,
making this measurement an estimate of the suppression of surface backgrounds as a
whole.
7.6 Conclusions
We have demonstrated the existence of a “delayed” component of TPB scintillation
that has a lifetime for on the order milliseconds, and that the magnitude of this
component depends strongly on the ionization density induced by the incident ra-
diation. Scintillation pulses caused by alpha particles contain most of their light in
the delayed component. This allows for pulse-shape discrimination to be used to re-
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ject surface backgrounds. When compared to the dark matter search region used by
DarkSide-50, a surface background suppression factor of 106 can be obtained when
using millisecond-long integration windows.
7.7 Broader Application
This technique can be extended beyond LAr experiments by coating detector mate-
rials with TPB and vetoing signals with long scintillation tails.
While TPB may not be suitable for use in every experiment, the long-lived scin-
tillation component does not appear to be unique to TPB. Although the detailed
results are beyond the scope of this work, two other compounds were discovered to
have delayed scintillation components like TPB.
The first compound was p-Terphenyl, another organic wavelength shifter, which
suggests that the TPB tail is a property of aromatic scintillators in general. The
second compound was MgF2, an inorganic compound. MgF2 may be more suitable
for liquid xenon experiments, which tend to dissolve organic compounds like TPB
and p-Terphenyl [65, 66]. MgF2 is also transparent to the liquid xenon scintillation




8.1 Overview of the Detector
DarkSide-50 is a dark matter experiment searching for Weakly Interacting Massive
Particles (WIMPs). It has been collecting physics data since late 2013 at Laboratori
Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS). To detect WIMPs it uses a two-phase liquid argon
time projection chamber (LAr TPC) with a target mass of roughly 50 kg, shown in
Fig. 8.1.
8.1.1 The TPC
A diagram of the TPC is found in Fig. 8.1. The TPC is contained within a cylindrical
stainless steel cryostat which maintains the liquid argon temperature. On the inside,
an active volume of argon is formed out of a cylindrical Teflon reflector with a fused
silica window on each end. The volume has a radius and height of approximately
20 cm and 40 cm, respectively. It is filled mostly with liquid argon, except for the top
∼1 cm of the volume which is maintained as an argon “gas pocket”.
A series of electric fields are present in the TPC, created by voltages applied
to thin layers of indium tin oxide (ITO) on the bottom (cathode) and top (anode)
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windows, and to an etched metal grid sitting in the liquid just beneath the gas pocket.
These electric fields are responsible for drifting free electrons to the top of the liquid
(drift field) and extracting them into the gas pocket for detection (extraction field).
A Teflon reflector is used to redirect photons toward the windows. Both the
Teflon and the windows are coated with TPB (Sec. 4.2) to absorb the 128 nm argon
scintillation photons and re-emit them at longer wavelengths that can be reflected by
the Teflon and transmitted through the windows.
Outside each window of the TPC is an array of 19 photomultiplier tubes (PMT).
The PMTs detect the photons and send the signals to the data acquisition system
(DAQ) to be recorded. Each PMT is calibrated with a laser to determine the average
signal size from a single photoelectron (PE).
When ionizing radiation interacts with the LAr in the TPC, it both excites and
ionizes the argon (see Fig. 8.1). The excited argon quickly returns to the ground
state, and many of the ionized argon atoms recombine with an electron. The pulse
of light given off during this process is called the primary scintillation, or S1.
Due to the drift field, some of the freed electrons are pulled away from the argon
ions and escape the recombination process. They drift upward until they reach the gas
pocket, where the extraction field pulls the electrons out of the liquid and through the
gas. Electrons travelling through the gas excite argon atoms in their path, producing
a pulse of secondary scintillation light, called S2. S1 and S2 are measured in terms
of how many PE they contain.
The delay between the arrival of the S1 and S2 pulses depends strictly on the
vertical (z) position of the event within the detector. This delay is called the drift
time, and ranges from 0 for events at the top of the detector to 376 µs for events at



















Figure 8.1: A cartoon of an interaction in the DarkSide-50 TPC.
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Run 5381 Event 62205 TPC Sum Channels
Figure 8.2: An event in DarkSide-50. The S1 and S2 pulses are visible at 0 µs and
100 µs, respectively.
Since the S2 is produced at the top of the TPC, the pattern of light on the upper
array of PMTs can be used to measure the transverse (xy) position of the initial
interaction.
When at least two PMTs see a pulse of light at the same time, the DAQ is triggered
and 440 µs of consecutive data is recorded in order to capture both the S1 and S2
signals. This 440 µs snapshot is called an “event”. An example of an event can be
seen in Fig. 8.2.
8.1.2 Data Reconstruction
Processing of the raw event data is done with software called DarkArt, which performs
the function of reconstructing the variables that are used in the analysis. Examples
include the start time of each pulse, the size of S1 and S2, and the drift time.
One important parameter that DarkArt calculates is the f90 for each pulse, which
is defined as the integral of the first 90 ns of the pulse (called the “prompt”) divided
by the integral of the first 7 µs of the pulse. It acts as a measurement of the shape of
the pulse and can be used to identify the nature of the pulse. A pulse with an f90 of
1 means that it contains the entirety of its light in the first 90 ns. A pulse this fast
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is likely caused by a flash of Cherenkov light in the fused silica or Teflon material.
A pulse with an f90 of 0.6–0.7 indicates that most of the light is prompt, and based
on the properties of argon scintillation discussed in Chapter 3, is likely an S1 from
a nuclear recoil of an argon atom, as expected from a neutron or WIMP. An f90 of
∼ 0.3 is expected for electron recoil S1 pulses from gammas or betas, and finally an
f90 below 0.1 is a sign that the pulse is an S2, which has a long rise times and lasts
for tens of microseconds.
8.1.3 Outer Detectors
In the case where a neutron interacts only once with the argon, it is indistinguishable
from a nuclear recoil caused by a WIMP1. DarkSide-50 takes two measures to protect
itself from neutrons: first, it uses materials that have had their radioactive content
measured to ensure that few neutrons will be produced near the detector over its
lifespan; second, it uses outer detectors to act as shielding from external neutrons
and as a veto to neutrons coming out of the TPC.
A drawing of DarkSide-50’s nested detectors can be seen in Fig. 8.3. From out to
in, the detectors are the Water Cherenkov Detector (WCD, 11 m diameter), the Liquid
Scintillator Veto (LSV, 4 m diameter), and the TPC. The WCD vetos signals induced
by cosmogenic muons, and the LSV contains a boron-loaded scintillator cocktail that
produces light when a neutron is thermalized or captured within it.
More details concerning the outer detectors can be found in [26, 67, 68].
1If a neutron or gamma ray interacts with the argon, it may scatter multiple times. If this
happens, the multiple S1s will be simultaneous and indistinguishable, but the event will contain
multiple S2s, one for each interaction’s z-position.
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Figure 8.3: All the detectors that make up DarkSide-50. From out to in: The water
Cherenkov detector, the liquid scintillator veto, the TPC.
8.2 Results
DarkSide-50 has published two sets of dark matter search data: [15] and [28]. The
first consisted of a (1422±67) kg day exposure, and used argon obtained from atmo-
spheric sources. The second consisted of a (2616±43) kg day exposure, and used argon
obtained from an underground source, which has a lower level of the 39Ar radioiso-
tope. They are referred to as the 50- and 70-day dark matter search campaigns,
respectively.
WIMP Search Region
The WIMP search region (also called the dark matter search region, or WIMP box) is
an area of S1-f90 space. The WIMP search region for the 70-day campaign is shown
in Fig. 8.4. The line along the bottom of the region is defined such that any events
falling above it are 90% likely to be caused by a nuclear recoil with the LAr. The
left edge of the region is set at a level such that the total number of events from the
electron recoil band at f90∼ 0.3 that leak into the search region is less than 0.1 events.
Neither the 50- or 70-day campaign saw any events in the WIMP search region.
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Figure 8.4: Results from the DarkSide-50 70-day dark matter search [28].
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Figure 8.5: Dark matter sensitivity curves for the 50- and 70-day search campaigns,
along with contemporary limits from other experiments [28].
Sensitivity
Given the lack of any signal or background in the WIMP search region, only an upper
limit on the WIMP mass and cross-section could be set. The sensitivity curves for each
campaign can be seen in Fig. 8.5, along with the sensitivity curves of contemporary
results from other experiments.
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8.2.1 Future
DarkSide-50 has continued to acquire data since the previous publications and has
to date collected over 500 live days of additional data with underground argon. For
the duration of the campaign, a blinding box has been applied to the S1-f90 space
that covers the WIMP search region and some space beyond. The lack of knowl-
edge of what lies within the box ensures that any analysis cuts developed to remove
background events remain unbiased.
Currently, the expected background from various sources (neutrons, gammas, be-
tas, Cherenkov, alphas, and surface backgrounds) has been estimated for a 500-day
campaign. To combat the higher backgrounds associated with a greater exposure,
several analysis cuts have been developed beyond those used in the 70-day analysis.
This chapter, which is focused on alphas and surface backgrounds in DarkSide-50,
provides the background estimates from these sources for the 500-day campaign.
8.3 Alphas in DarkSide-50
8.3.1 Identifying Alphas
Alphas can be easily identified in DarkSide-50 data. We define any pulse with f90> 0.5
and f90< 0.9 as an “alpha-like” S1 signal. At high energy, the region of the f90-S1
phase space is far removed from other classes of events, and allows for a clean look
at the alpha spectrum. As seen in Fig. 8.6, the alpha events have a tail that extends
down to low S1 values. These are degraded alphas and will be discussed in Sec. 8.7.
For now, we will just consider the high energy alpha spectrum.
Alpha S1s are so large that the DarkSide-50 analog-to-digital converters (ADCs),
which are tuned to low energy thresholds to look for WIMPS, can be saturated by
the alpha scintillation light (see waveform in Fig. 8.7 (left)). To accurately measure
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Alpha Selection Cut
Figure 8.6: The events from the DarkSide-50 70-day campaign with no cuts. The S1
and f90 values have been corrected for ADC saturation effects. The band of alpha
events can be seen at f90∼ 0.7, well separated from the electron recoil band. The
slight downward slope toward higher S1 appears to be an artifact of the use of f90.
Alphas typically saturate the ADCs for over 100 ns. The use of longer pulse shape
parameters, such as f200, removes this slope.
the S1 of such signals, DarkSide-50 uses another set of low-gain ADCs that do not
saturate. By measuring smaller signals passed through both sets of ADCs, a linear
mapping can be made between the two. Then, when a event saturates on the high-
gain ADCs, its S1 can be corrected based on how much it deviates from this linear
mapping (see Fig. 8.7 (right)). This mapping was the work of collaborator Xin Xiang
at Princeton University.
When checking to see if a pulse is alpha-like, the saturation-corrected values for
S1 and f90 are always used. The formula for the f90 correction is:
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Figure 8.7: Left: A zoom-in of the prompt region of an alpha S1, showing the effect
of saturation in the flattened peak at −6 µs. Each colored line represents a different
PMT channel, all of which are saturated by this event. Right: A comparison of
pulse integrals between the high-gain (x-axis) and low-gain (y-axis) ADCs. The bend
away from the diagonal for larger pulse integrals shows the saturation of the high-gain
ADCs.
f ′90 = (S1
′ − (1− f90)S1)/S1′
where the symbol (′) refers to the saturation-corrected quantity.
8.3.2 Spectrum
The S1 spectrum of alphas in DarkSide-50 can be seen in Fig. 8.8. Two corrections
have been made to the S1 values. The first is the ADC saturation correction. The
second correction is to counteract an observed z-dependence of the light yield in the
TPC. Normally, an event’s z-position is determined using its drift time; however, some
of the alpha S1 signals seen in DarkSide-50 lack an accompanying S2, and therefore
have no definite drift time (see Sec. 8.7.1). So for all the DarkSide-50 alpha S1 studies
described in this thesis, an alternate method of performing the z-correction was used.
The method is based on the ratio of light received by the top and bottom PMTs, and
is called the top-bottom asymmetry. The correction algorithm is explained in more
detail in Sec. 8.5.
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Figure 8.8: The alpha spectrum in DarkSide-50.
The black histogram is the data in which the first pulse in the waveform was
alpha-like. Some alphas, such as 214Po, are very short lived, and the data acquisition
system triggers on the preceding 214Bi decay, making the alpha S1 the second or later
pulse in the event, depending on the placement of S2s. In order to find these events,
the second, third, and fourth pulses (if they exist) of each event were scanned for
alpha-like pulses (see Sec. 8.3.3), and these events are shown in the blue histogram.
In the case of 212Po, which shares such a near coincidence (τ1/2 = 300 ns) with
212Bi
that they are normally classified as a single pulse, a sub-pulse scan was performed
on the S1 pulse to see if it contained an alpha (see Sec. 8.3.4), and these events are
shown in the purple histogram.
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The initial identification of the peaks in the spectrum comes from observing the
timing of the events in the peaks labelled 222Rn and 218Po. The separation in time
between an event in the 222Rn peak and the following event in the 218Po peak closely
matches an exponential distribution with a half-life matching the 3 minute half-life
of 218Po. Once identified, the energy scale was calibrated based on a fit to the 218Po
peak, giving a light yield of 7.279± 0.002 (stat.) PE/keV at 200 V/cm drift field. The
other peaks could then be verified by assuming a linear relationship between energy
and S1. Note that for this calibration, the effect of the recoiling daughter nucleus in
the argon is ignored. Measurements have shown that this signal is heavily quenched
in argon, and would be responsible for less than 0.1% of the light produced during
an alpha decay in the bulk [48].
Rather than a Gaussian, the 210Po peak is fit with a crystal ball function, which
models energy loss through a thin film. This is because its suspected origin is on
the surface beneath the TPB, causing the alphas to lose a fraction of their energy
dependent on their angle of ejection. The low energy tail shows significant deviation
from this fit, pointing to degraded alphas coming from deeper in the material. The
excess is shown in the pink histogram.
The alpha spectrum reveals many interesting aspects of the detector when one
examines each alpha in greater detail. Understanding these alphas aids in both the
risk assessment for background events in a dark matter search and the reduction of
such risk in future experiments.
As mentioned in Sec. 5, it is the lower chain alpha decays that are more commonly
seen inside a detector. Each of these decays will now be discussed in detail with
references back to the alpha spectrum.
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8.3.3 Lower 238U Chain
222Rn and 218Po
222Rn undergoes alpha decay with a 3.8 day half-life. At sea level, the atmosphere
contains an average concentration of 6×10−20mol/mol of 222Rn gas [69], which means
that in every cubic meter of air, there is an average 20 atoms of 222Rn decaying every
second. Due to radon’s large mass, and its production in the Earth’s crust, the
underground labs that dark matter detectors inhabit can experience much higher
concentrations. It can find its way into DarkSide-50 through the argon recirculation
system (a radon trap helps to reduce this effect) or through emanation of radon from
detector materials.
218Po is the daughter of 222Rn and undergoes alpha decay with a 3 minute half-life.
Its relatively short half-life often allows it to be identified with its parent 222Rn decay.
This delayed coincidence has several practical benefits which are discussed in Sec. 8.6.
222Rn and 218Po are two of the most dominant alpha emitters in DarkSide-50.
They can be seen in the alpha spectrum (Fig. 8.8) as the peaks fit with the orange
and green Gaussians, respectively. The 218Po peak is the most isolated of all the alpha
peaks and is used to determine the alpha light yield.
214Po
214Po is the next alpha in the 238U decay chain. It has a half-life of only 164 µs,
and emits one of the most energetic naturally occurring alphas, with an energy of
7.7 MeV. Its short half-life means that it has a delayed coincidence with the preceding
beta decay from 214Bi. Sometimes termed “BiPo”, the coincidence can be used to
measure ultra-low radon radioactivity levels [70].
DarkSide-50, when it records an event, saves an approximately 440 µs-long snap-
shot, or “window”, following the trigger. This means that when it triggers on the
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Figure 8.9: A BiPo event with many S2s coming from coincident 214Bi gammas.
S1 of the 214Bi decay, the alpha S1 signal from the 214Po decay can often be seen
later in the window. Each S1 will have a corresponding S2, but depending on how
long it takes to decay and how near to the bottom of the TPC the event is, the
S2 from the 214Po may fall outside the window and be lost. Additionally, when the
214Bi decays, it has an 81% chance of simultaneously emitting one or more gamma
rays. These gammas could interact with the argon themselves, producing an S1 that
is concurrent with the 214Bi S1, and an S2 that will appear offset from the 214Bi S2
if the gamma deposits energy at a different z-position. Each gamma can, of course,
interact multiple times as well. This causes many of the BiPo events to be “messy”,
with many gamma S2s (see Fig. 8.9).
The fact that 214Po comes later in the chain after the 222Rn and 218Po alpha decays
means that there is an elevated chance of finding it on the cathode surface, because
one of the previous isotopes could have been ionized after it decayed and then been
drifted to the cathode by the electric field. Cathode surface 214Po BiPos can escape
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detection from a dedicated BiPo search if the products from one or both of the decays
get absorbed by the surface.
Looking back at the alpha spectrum (Fig. 8.8), the 214Po S1 pulses tagged by
the BiPo search can be seen in the blue histogram between 6 and 7 MeV. The odd,
double-peak shape is suspected to be the result of an artifact in the S1 correction
algorithm, which is based on the asymmetry of light collected by the top and bottom
arrays of PMTs. This correction is known to have problems on the cathode surface
due to the large bias that the asymmetry correction has toward events directly above
the reflective surface that fills the gaps between the PMTs. Evidence for this stems
from the fact that the events in the narrower 57000 PE peak, which corresponds to the
“correct” alpha energy of 7.7 MeV, primarily occur in the bulk argon, as judged by
their drift time. The events in the broader peak at 52000 PE are found to be almost
entirely from the cathode. Each peak’s coincidences match the expected lifetime of
214Po, ruling out the possibility that we are seeing two distinct alphas.
Ultimately, the BiPo coincidence does not offer much useful information for liquid
argon detectors at the scale of DarkSide-50. One potential use could be to count the
level of radon contamination in the liquid, but this would involve determining the BiPo
tagging efficiency, which, for reasons mentioned above, can be a significant challenge.
A more accurate measurement of the radon contamination can be obtained with less
effort by simply measuring the size of the 222Rn peak in the alpha spectrum. A second
use could be for a position reconstruction algorithm, to verify that both the 214Bi and
214Po decays are reconstructed in the same place. However, the limited number of
“clean” BiPos with two isolated S1s and two isolated S2s makes this difficult, and




The last alpha in the 238U chain is 210Po, with a half-life of 138 days. Its parent
isotope, 210Pb, is a beta-emitter with a half-life of 22 years.
The long-lived nature of 210Pb has several consequences. First, it tells us that any
exposure to 222Rn will result in 210Pb and 210Po contamination that will outlast the
length of the experiment. Any experiment that is concerned about a background from
these isotopes must find a way to deal with them, unlike other lower chain isotopes
which quickly decay away.
Second, it tells us that the lower 238U chain does not necessarily have to be in
secular equilibrium; the 210Po alpha rate may not match the 222Rn rate. This is
because 210Pb could be introduced in large quantities to the detector surface during
assembly through lead-contaminated water or dust, and it would take decades for the
210Pb rate to equilibrate with a constant supply of 222Rn in the detector. Evidence
of this disequilibrium can be seen by eye in the DarkSide-50 alpha spectrum, and in
the rates reported in Tables 8.1 and 8.4.
Third, it tells us that 210Pb (and therefore 210Po) will almost always be found on
surfaces rather than in the bulk argon, since for it to be found in the bulk it must
avoid adhering to a surface for many years.
The shape of the 210Po peak in the alpha spectrum confirms this last point. Rather
than being Gaussian, it has a tail that extends out toward lower energies. It has been
fit with a crystal ball function, which consists of a Gaussian function with a power-law
tail on one side. It is used to model behavior of a particle degraded by a thin film,
such as the layer of TPB coating the surface.
The mean of the Gaussian part of the crystal ball function is at 4.91 MeV, below
the expected energy of 5.3 MeV. This can be explained by the fact that if the 210Po is
on the detector surface, underneath the TPB, then at the bare minimum the 5.3 MeV
alpha from 210Po can expect to lose a 160 keV by travelling normally through the
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∼ 200 µg/cm2 layer of TPB on the wall. The varying TPB thickness throughout the
detector could explain the broadness of the peak.
Towards the lower end of the spectrum the crystal ball fit deviates from the data,
with the excess shown by the pink histogram. Simulations that place all of the 210Po
on the surface under the TPB fail to explain this excess, and it is therefore attributed
to sub-surface 210Po that is even further degraded.
For further details concerning 210Po as a surface background see Sec. 8.7: Surface
Backgrounds in DarkSide-50.
The rate of 210Po decays as a function of time can be used to determine the 210Pb
level. If the rate of decay has a half-life of 138 days, it indicates that it is not being
replenished by 210Pb, and the detector must have been directly exposed to a 210Po
source. If the decay rate follows a much longer half-life of 22 years, it indicates that
the 210Po is in secular equilibrium with 210Pb.
The rate of 210Po events in DarkSide-50 over an 800-day span can be found in
Fig. 8.10. To avoid contamination from the other alpha peaks, the rate is based
on events with S1∈[10000,37000] PE. The histogram is fit with both the 210Po decay
curve and the 210Pb decay curve. The rate is consistent with the 210Pb curve.
In conclusion, 210Pb contamination is ultimately responsible for the 210Po rate in
DarkSide-50. Future detectors should therefore seek to specifically reduce exposure
to 210Pb sources in order to cut down on 210Po backgrounds.
8.3.4 Lower 232Th Chain
220Rn and 218Po
The lower 232Th chain begins with 220Rn which undergoes alpha decay with a half-life
of 56 s, followed by 216Po with a half-life of just 0.15 s, emitting another alpha.
The short lifetime of 220Rn relative to 222Rn means that there is less time for it
to diffuse into the argon, making the overall rate much lower.
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Figure 8.10: 210Po rate over time in DarkSide-50. The value of the first bin has been
set to 1.
A delayed coincidence search (see Sec. 8.3.8) was performed to search for the
presence of these alphas.
The results of the coincidence search can be seen in Fig. 8.11. The energy scale is
set using the light yield previously determined by 218Po. The energies for the 220Rn
and 216Po peaks are consistent with the expected values of 6.3 and 6.8 MeV. The
time between the alphas follows an exponential with half-life of (0.161 ± 0.03) s, in
agreement with 216Po’s the expected half-life.
The rate of 220Rn is DarkSide-50 based on the coincidence search is 0.037 nBq/kg.
The estimated tagging efficiency for the coincidence search is greater than 90%. This
is based on the expected fraction of coincidences that will fall out of the time window
used for the coincidence search (see Sec. 8.3.8).
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Figure 8.11: Results of a 220Rn–216Po coincidence search in DarkSide-50.
212Bi
212Bi has a half-life of 61 minutes and undergoes alpha decay 35% of the time. The
alpha has an energy of 6.1 MeV, which is close to the dominant 218Po peak, and
therefore cannot be seen in the alpha spectrum. The parent isotope, 212Pb, has
a 10.6 hour half-life, and the daughter, 208Tl, has a 3 minute half-life, and both of
these undergo beta decay. This makes a coincidence search for the 212Bi alpha more
difficult, as DarkSide-50 has an electron recoil background rate on the order of 1 Hz.
One approach that could be explored is to tag the characteristically high energy
(2.6 MeV) gamma from the 208Tl decay.
Rather than performing a search for this alpha and estimating the tagging effi-
ciency, an upper limit on the event rate can be set using the fact that 212Bi is in
secular equilibrium with 220Rn.
212Po
The other 65% of the time, 212Bi undergoes beta decay into 212Po, which is the shortest
lived and highest energy alpha emitter in the natural decay chains.
With a half-life of just 0.3 µs, 212Po’s alpha pulse is too near to the 212Bi beta
pulse to be separated by the data reconstruction software’s pulse-finding algorithm.
To identify these signals in the data, a search was done by scanning through the S1
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pulse in small increments, looking for a large second derivative indicating the presence
of a secondary pulse.
The condition:
# of PE between 0.1 µs and 1.6 µs
# of PE in first 10 µs
> 0.5
separates the prompt 212Po alpha sub-pulses from S2 sub-pulses from unresolved
S1+S2 pulses from events very near the top of the TPC. See Fig. 8.12 (left) for an
example of an event found with this search.
After the 212Po has been identified within the pulse, the S1 can be reconstructed
by subtracting out the 212Bi beta signal using the formula:
S1212Po = S1−
# of PE in first 90 ns
mean electron recoil f90
and then corrected for saturation and z-position. The result of the search is shown
in the purple histogram in the alpha spectrum (Fig. 8.8). The reconstructed energy
peak is in good agreement with the expected value of 8.8 MeV.
The timing results of this search can be found in Fig. 8.12 (right). The measured
value for the 212Po half-life is (482± 132) ns.
8.3.5 Lower 235U Chain
219Rn begins the lower 235U chain and has a half-life of only 4 s. This does not give it
much time to find its way into the active LAr volume.
The daughter isotope, 215Po, decays with a half-life of 1.8 ms, and another delayed
coincidence search was performed to find these decays. Several were found with decay
times less than 5 ms, but both the number of matches and the energies of the alphas
were consistent with them being very short-lived 216Po decays.
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Figure 8.12: Left: A 212Bi–212Po coincidence waveform zoomed to the start of S1. The
pulses are only 100 ns apart. These pulses are too close together to be distinguished
by the pulse-finding algorithm used in DarkSide-50. Right: A histogram of the time
separation between the two peaks shows that the measured half-life agrees with the
expected value of 300 ns.
Chain Isotope Energy [MeV] Measured [MeV] σ/
√
n [MeV] Ratea [ µBq kg−1]
238U
222Rn 5.49 5.47 0.001 2.12± 0.04
218Po 6.00 6.00b 0.001 1.55± 0.03
214Po 7.69 7.73 0.005 >0.72, <1.55
210Po 5.30 4.91 0.001 c
232Th
220Rn 6.29 6.20 0.023 0.037± 0.004
216Po 6.78 6.71 0.025 0.037± 0.004
212Bid 6.05 — — < 0.35×220Rn rate




dPeak could not be identified via spectrum or coincidence search.
Table 8.1: Alpha rates in DarkSide-50. The values for the 238U chain are obtained
via spectral fitting, while the rates for the 232Th chain are obtained via coincidence
search. No alphas were found belonging to the 235U chain.
8.3.6 Rates
The measured rates of each alpha in DarkSide-50 can be found in Table 8.1.
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8.3.7 Background Estimate
Alphas in the bulk liquid do not pose a background for the DarkSide-50 dark matter
search due to their extremely high energy. However, alphas that are evenly mixed
throughout the volume may occasionally decay very close to the wall and deposit only
a fraction of their energy in the LAr before running into the surface.
A rough evaluation of this risk can be performed as follows: Suppose there is a
hollow cylinder of infinite length and radius R. At a random location within the
cylinder, a particle is emitted at a random trajectory and travels a distance d in a
straight line. Assuming d  R, the probability of that particle hitting a wall of the
cylinder can be shown to be approximately d/2R. For the case of DarkSide-50, an
alpha only needs to deposit ∼1% of its energy to fall above the dark matter region
of interest. Given that a 5.5 MeV alpha has a range of about 50 µm in LAr, d can
be approximated as 0.5 µm. Plugging in the radius of the detector (R ∼ 18cm) sets
the probability of an alpha particle in the bulk depositing a small enough amount of
energy to fall in the dark matter region of interest at 1.4× 10−6.
The dominant source of alphas in the bulk LAr comes from 222Rn and 218Po.
The 222Rn rate in DarkSide-50 is 2.12 µBq kg−1, making the overall WIMP back-
ground rate from 222Rn just 0.0045 events/year. This increases to 0.0077 events/year
when the 218Po rate is included. This is well below DarkSide-50’s background budget
of 0.1 events/year, but it’s worth noting that as a detector scales up in volume V ,
the surface area scales as V 2/3. If the radon concentration remains the same as in
DarkSide-50, then a detector with a size of 20 tonnes can expect to see one back-
ground event from bulk alphas every 2.3 years (assuming it isn’t rejected by other
analysis cuts, such as fiducial cuts or the TPB cut described in Sec. 7.2).
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8.3.8 Delayed Coincidence Algorithm
This appendix describes the algorithm used to perform the delayed coincidence
searches in Sec. 8.3.3 and 8.3.4.
A loop over all events was performed. When an event passed the data quality
cuts (event contains data from all the channels and the waveform baseline was found
by the reconstruction algorithm), the alpha S1 cuts (f90> 0.5 and f90< 0.9), and the
alpha S2 cuts (f90< 0.1 and log(S2/S1)> −1), its S1 was compared to the defined
range for the first alpha in the coincidence and its event number and time stamp were
stored if there was a match.
For example, after an alpha in the 222Rn S1 range was found, its event number and
time stamp were stored in an object called previous Rn222 event, overwriting
any 222Rn event that may have been saved before.
When an alpha was found that matched the S1 range for the second alpha in the
coincidence, such as 218Po, the time difference between that event and the previous
222Rn event were checked. If this time difference fell within a predefined range, the
coincidence was stored permanently and the previous Rn222 event object was
cleared.
The S1 ranges for each alpha were defined relatively loosely in order to catch
alphas that may have had a degraded energy from passing through a material.
The allowed time delay differs for each alpha coincidence to avoid mischaracteriz-
ing one coincidence as another. For example, the 220Rn–216Po (λ1/2 = 0.15 s) coinci-
dence search used a time delay range of 0.01-2 s to avoid contamination from the longer
lived 222Rn–218Po (λ1/2 = 3.1 min) and shorter lived
219Rn–215Po (λ1/2 = 1.8 ms) co-
incidences.
The parameters used for each coincidence search can be found in Table 8.2.
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Coincidence Isotope Min S1 [PE] Max S1 [PE] Min Delay [s] Max Delay [s]
222Rn–218Po (λ1/2 = 186 s)
222Rn 41000 41000
2 1800218Po 45000 45000
220Rn–216Po (λ1/2 = 0.15 s)
220Rn 51000 51000
0.01 2216Po 53500 53500
219Rn–215Po (λ1/2 = 0.0018 s)
219Rn 70000 70000
0 0.01215Po 70000 70000
Table 8.2: Parameters for the alpha coincidence searches.
8.4 Alpha S2s
When an alpha deposits its full energy in DarkSide-50 it produces a large S1 signal
consisting of tens of thousands of photoelectrons. The resulting S2 has a similar
size, which varies depending on the strength of the drift field. However, alpha events
frequently have other small, S2-like pulses in their waveforms. This section studies
their nature and their impact on alpha analysis in DarkSide-50.
A selection of alpha events occurring in the bulk LAr was obtained using a delayed
coincidence search of 222Rn and 218Po. Then, rather than identifying a single S2 in
the waveform, every pulse following S1 was labelled as S2 and the value log(S2/S1)
was computed as a measure of its size. The drift time of each pulse relative to S1 was
also recorded.
The plot of the S2 size vs. drift time can be found in Fig. 8.13. The remainder
of this section will involve explaining the different features that can be seen in this
figure.
The first feature is the band of S2 pulses at log(S2/S1)=0 that extents from 0
drift time to the maximum drift time of 376 µs. As a reminder, the S1 signals for
222Rn and 218Po are 40,000-45,000 PE, so these S2s are roughly the same size. These
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Figure 8.13: A study of all pulses following S1 in 222Rn and 218Po alpha events. Many
events contain small S2-like pulses with log(S2/S1)= −3 in addition to their “real”
S2 with log(S2/S1)= 0.
the alpha interaction. This can be confirmed by selecting alpha events that had only
a single pulse following S1 and realizing that all the S2 signals fall within this band.
The second feature is the hot-spot at the maximum drift time and log(S2/S1) =
−2.5. These pulses correspond to a phenomenon called the “S1-echo”, and they
occur when a UV photon from S1 hits the cathode surface and frees an electron.
That electron will drift upward and produce a small S2 pulse consisting of 25-30 PE.
Since it drifts all the way from the cathode, it will always occur exactly 376 µs after
S1. With alpha S1s being characteristically large bursts of UV, it is not uncommon
to free more than one cathode electron, which add together to produce S1-echos in
excess 100 PE.
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The third feature is the group of S2 pulses with drift times beyond 376 µs. These
are from cathode electrons that were freed by the blast of UV from the “real” S2,
and can be considered “S2-echos”. Like S1-echos, they always occur 376 after the
S2 pulse. Given that the entire data acquisition window is 440 µs long, S2-echos will
only be seen for events with drift times between 0 µs and (440− 376) µs.
The last and most interesting feature of Fig. 8.13 is the band of events at
log(S2/S1)= −3 that extends from 25 µs to 376 µs.
Initial attempts to explain these pulses fail. While their size is the same order of
magnitude as the cathode photoionization S2s, they do not follow 376 µs after a source
of UV. Random, spontaneous electron emission from the cathode could explain the
timing and size of the pulses, but could not explain why they are correlated with alpha
events or why the data acquisition system is not constantly triggering on spontaneous
cathode emissions. Another possibility is that the S1 UV photons free an electron at
some point on the Teflon wall, which then produces an S2 with variable drift time.
This solution is disfavored for two reasons: one, the PMT that sees the most light
from these pulses would always be one of the PMTs on the outer ring of the upper
array, but this is far from being the case; and two, the drift electrons would likely not
make it to the top of the TPC, but rather get absorbed and lost to the wall as they
drift along its surface (see Sec. 8.7.1).
The solution comes from a closer look at the individual waveforms. It turns out
that there are two the types of pulses within this band.
The first type is depicted in Fig. 8.14. In this case, the pulse-finding algorithm
has misidentified a collection of single photoelectrons in the tail of S1 as a separate
pulse. This long tail can be seen after every large pulse in DarkSide-50 as a direct
result of the UV-generated long-lived component of TPB seen in Sec. 7.2. While the
fraction of light emitted in the tail is small, the alpha S1s themselves are so large that
this tail contains hundreds of photoelectrons, and if several of them cluster together
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Figure 8.14: An alpha event where the pulse-finding algorithm has identified a seg-
ment of the long-lived TPB tail as a separate pulse.
they can be misidentified as a pulse. The likelihood of this occurring drops off with
time as the tail becomes sparser, explaining the greater number of pulses in Fig. 8.13
in the 30-70 µs region.
The second type is depicted in Fig. 8.15 and appears to be a genuine S2 pulse with
an average size of 30 PE, which is the expected S2 size from a single drift electron
freed via photoionization. The pulse is too small for the xy-reconstruction algorithm
to identify the transverse position of the pulse, but a rough estimate can be obtained
by looking at the PMT pattern.
A 3D view of the DarkSide-50 PMTs can found in Fig. 8.16. Each PMT has been
color-coded according to how much light it received during the photoionization pulse
seen in Fig. 8.15, with the red PMTs receiving the most light and the blue PMTs
receiving the least. The fact that the maximum channel is not one of the PMTs on
the outer ring means that it is not a result of photoionization of the wall material.









Figure 8.15: An alpha event with a photoionization signal at 160 µs. Inset: A zoomed
in view of the photoionization signal, with different PMT channels shown in different
colors.
Since the small pulse arrives before the alpha’s S2, it means that it cannot be
an electron from S2 that was “delayed” by a temporary capture on an impurity, as
this would place the pulse after the alpha S2. Furthermore, the maximum channel of
these pulses do not correlate with the maximum channel of the alpha S2s.
The evidence leads to the conclusion that this pulse comes from the photoioniza-
tion of a single electron within the bulk argon itself. This would require UV photons
from S1 to travel upward in the TPC and ionize an atom at a different z position so
that the small, single-electron S2 arrives at the gas pocket at an earlier time than the
thousands of electrons from the alpha S2.
The precise element undergoing photoionization is unclear. Each 128 nm scintilla-
tion photon carries an energy of 9.69 eV. The lowest electron binding energy of liquid
argon is estimated in [71] to be 13.84 eV. The reference also estimates energy bands
for excited states of argon around 9.63 eV and 9.80 eV, but mentions they might be
lower than 9.5 eV. If there is an overlap between these energy bands and the 9.69 eV
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Figure 8.16: The PMT pattern from the small pulse in Fig. 8.15. The red PMT re-
ceived the most light, indicating that it originated away from the side walls. Evidence
points to this drift election coming from an atom in the bulk.
photon energy, it could open the possibility of argon photoionization through inter-
action with multiple photons, but measured values of the attenuation length of argon
to its own scintillation light being on the order of a meter make this unlikely [72].
The existence of electronegative impurities in the LAr could provide the necessary
ionization sources. Oxygen has an electron affinity of 1.46 eV, and could capture a
drift electron from a previous event, which could be stripped off by the UV photon
from the alpha S1 at a later time. To reduce these impurities, DarkSide-50 uses a
SAES Monotorr PS4-MT50-R-2 getter to reduce O2 to sub-ppb levels [15]. During
the data-taking campaign used in this study there was a period of five days where the
getter was shut off. The overall rate of these photoionization pulses was not found to
increase during this period.
The last sources of ionization to consider are organic impurities within the LAr. If
a TPB molecule on the interior detector surface breaks off and mixes with the argon,
it could be ionized by a single 9.69 eV photon [73].
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8.4.1 Analysis Cuts
In the standard DarkSide-50 analysis codes, a pulse is required to be bigger than
100 PE to be classified as S2. However, this analysis of alpha S2s has revealed that a
large S1 can ionize enough electrons from the cathode surface to produce a pulse that
exceeds this value. An updated version of the S2 size cut should be used to correctly
identify S2s from large S1s:
bool S2_size_cut = (pulse_integral>100 &&
log10(pulse_integral/S1)>-1);
For events with S1 up to 1000 PE, including all events in the WIMP search re-
gion, this cut remains unchanged from the standard cut. For S1s above 1000 PE the
log(S2/S1) cut at −1 becomes the stricter term. The justification for setting it at
this level can be seen in Fig. 8.13.
8.5 Alpha Light Yield
The contents of Sec. 8.5 were published in JINST [74].
The S1 light yield (hereafter referred to as simply light yield) for an interaction is
defined as LY = S1/Q, where Q is the energy deposited in the argon during the
interaction.
For beta particles, the presence of an electric field reduces the light yield [24].
This is typically explained as a result of the field pulling away electrons from the
positive argon ions, resulting in less recombination and thus less primary scintilla-
tion. DarkSide-50 reports a beta light yield of 7.9 PE/keV for 0 V/cm drift field and
7.0 PE/keV for 200 V/cm drift field [15].
However, this relationship does not hold true for all types of ionizing particles.
The light yield of liquid argon as a function of drift field has been measured for many
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different forms of radiation, including neutrons [24], fission fragments [75], alpha
particles [75, 76], and helium ions [76]. Alphas and helium ions were found to behave
differently from the rest; the light yield increased as the drift field increased, until it
reached a peak when the drift field was on the order of 1 kV/cm, after which the light
yield began to decrease.
The purpose of this study is to report similar findings of the light yield behavior
for alpha induced scintillation in DarkSide-50. A sample of alpha decays is obtained
through the detection of naturally occurring radon daughters present in the liquid.
Despite its low level of radon contamination (µBq/kg), DarkSide-50 has collected
enough statistics to resolve the peaks in the 222Rn decay chain spectrum.
For the dark matter search, DarkSide-50 operates with a drift field of 200 V/cm.
However, a substantial amount of data has been collected with drift fields in a range
from 0 to 200 V/cm for calibration purposes, and these data sets provide us with a
means of comparing the alpha light yield at different field strengths.
A correction was applied to S1 that depends on the vertical (z) position of each
alpha event within the TPC to account for a z-dependence of the light collection
efficiency within the detector. The z-position of an event is typically measured using
drift time (the time between S1 and S2), but in this case, where a comparison is being
made to data taken with no field, drift time could not be used. A parameter called
top-bottom asymmetry (TBA) was used instead. It is defined as:
TBA =
S1 from top PMTs - S1 from bottom PMTs
S1 from all PMTs
A scatter plot of TBA and drift time in a 200 V/cm drift field can be seen in
Figure 8.17. The feature at high drift time is a result of the geometry of the detector;
events that are at the maximum drift time (the bottom surface of the TPC) have a
TBA that is heavily biased depending on whether the event occurs above a PMT or
above the PTFE reflector separating the PMTs. Events occurring directly above the
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Figure 8.17: Scatter plot: Drift time vs. top-bottom asymmetry (TBA) for Po-218
events in a 200 V/cm drift field. The correlation allows TBA to be used as a measure
of an event’s z-position to make a correction to S1. See the text for an explanation
of the feature at high drift time. Line: The magnitude of the multiplicative S1
correction factor for an event with a given TBA.
reflector have more light reflecting into the top PMT array, biasing the TBA upward.
There is no equivalent feature at low drift time because the liquid is separated from
the upper surface of the TPC by a layer of argon gas. This effect introduces a small
systematic error into the TBA correction.
The TBA distribution is not symmetric about 0 due to partial internal reflection
from the liquid-gas interface at the top of the TPC.
The S1 correction factor for a given TBA is derived from a calibration using the
endpoint energy of the 39Ar spectrum, and can be seen in Figure 8.17.
The same TBA correction is applied to all data, independent of an event’s S1 or
drift field. We eliminate the systematic error from the TBA correction in the final
result by presenting the light yield at each drift field relative to the 0 V/cm light yield.
The alpha spectrum after the TBA correction is shown in Figure 8.18. The three















Figure 8.18: The alpha energy spectrum taken with a 200 V/cm drift field. Top:
The spectrum after incorporating low-gain digitizer data to reconstruct the saturated
pulse. Bottom: The top spectrum after correcting for the event’s z-position within
the detector, as determined by the top-bottom asymmetry.
from left to right, as 210Po, 222Rn, and 218Po. More information about the spectrum
and the peak identification can be found in Sec. 8.3.2.
The light yield at each drift field is calculated with a fit to the 218Po peak. No
conclusions were drawn from the larger 210Po peak because the 210Po alphas are
coming from decays on the surfaces, and the electric field along the surfaces is not
as well understood as in the bulk. The 222Rn peak was not used due to leakage from
the broad 210Po peak.
The alpha spectra for drift fields of 0, 50, 100, 150, and 200 V/cm can be found
in Figure 8.19. The histograms are defined with a bin width of 250 PE. The 218Po
peak is fit with a Gaussian+linear function over the domain (42000 PE, 46000 PE).
To assist in the fit of the intermediate drift fields with lower statistics, an assumption
was made that the peak width remains constant over the relatively small increase in
mean. Then, a binned log likelihood fitting method was used across all the histograms
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Figure 8.19: The alpha energy spectrum at different drift fields. The 218Po peak, fit
here with a Gaussian+linear function, noticeably increases in energy as the strength
of the drift field increases. A coherent shift in the Rn-222 peak is visible on the left,
although no attempt was made to fit this region.
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Figure 8.20: 218Po alpha (6.0 MeV) S1 light yield at various drift field strengths
relative to 0 V/cm. Statistical errors only.
simultaneously, with the peak width and the linear slope constrained to be the same
while the mean was allowed to vary.
The results show that alpha light yield in DarkSide-50 increases as the drift field
increases from 0 V/cm to 200 V/cm. The light yield of 218Po alphas at 200 V/cm is
1.019± 0.002 times the light yield at 0 V/cm. This ratio for each drift field is plotted
in Figure 8.20. The errors are statistical only, with the 0 V/cm point equal to 1 by
definition.
The systematic errors from the choice of binning and fitting region were studied
and found to be much smaller than the statistical errors (±3× 10−4).
In the previously mentioned study by Hitachi et al. [76], a similar effect was
observed with 210Po alphas (5.3 MeV). Although their study measures the dependence
over a larger range (up to 6 kV/cm), their first data point is not until 540 V/cm
(with S1/S10 = 1.03). Their following points at higher electric field strengths show
a decreasing light yield. Our study, in addition to confirming the phenomenon for
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218Po alphas, provides data for the valuable region at low field strengths where the
light yield is still increasing.
The cause of the increasing alpha light yield is not understood. As a possible
explanation, Hitachi et al. suggest that the electric field may help drift the electrons
out of the dense ionization tracks characteristic of alphas and helium ions, and allow
some of the recombination to occur in regions of lower ionization density where non-
radiative quenching processes have a reduced effect.
8.6 Alpha Decay Ion Fraction and Mobility
If the overall 222Rn rate in a detector is low enough, the signal from the 222Rn decay
can be accurately matched to that of its corresponding 218Po decay (τ1/2 = 3.1 min).
As reported in Table 8.1, the 222Rn rate is only 2.12 µBq kg−1, or 100 µBq in the
detector as a whole, which allowed for an effective coincidence search to be performed.
The details of the search algorithm can be found in Sec. 8.3.8. This section discusses
several properties that the 222Rn–218Po coincidence can be used to measure.
The 222Rn–218Po coincidence has an application for data analysis and reconstruc-
tion. Event pairs in which the 218Po decayed quickly can provide an experiment with
a means of measuring the precision of a position reconstruction algorithm, as the pair
of events should reconstruct at the same place. This was done for DarkSide-50 in [77].
Some other measurements that can be made with the 222Rn–218Po coincidences,
which are perhaps more interesting from a physics standpoint, are the heavy ion
drift velocity and alpha decay ion fraction in LAr. This is possible because when
the 222Rn decays, there is some chance that the 218Po daughter becomes ionized and
begins to drift slowly along the electric field in the TPC. These measurements have
been performed in xenon [78][79], but to date the measurements are lacking for argon.
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Figure 8.21: Results of a 222Rn–218Po coincidence search in DarkSide-50
The desire to measure the ion drift velocity with a finite volume adds an additional
layer of complexity to the coincidence search algorithm. A fraction of the ionized 218Po
will drift all the way to the bottom and be stopped by the cathode surface before
they have a chance to decay. Once they decay the will appear to have an artificially
reduced drift velocity. To eliminate this bias, any coincidence that had the 218Po
decay occur in the bottom 5 mm of the TPC was discarded.
The results of the coincidence search in DarkSide-50 can be seen in Fig. 8.21.
The S1 values of the identified 222Rn and 218Po alphas can be seen in the left figure,
with the energy axis coming from the alpha spectrum as described in Sec. 8.3.2. The
elapsed time between each pair of events is plotted in the right figure, and is in good
agreement with the expected value of the 218Po half-life.2
Position reconstruction of the coincidences reveals more information about these
events. The z-position of each event is determined by that event’s drift time, and is
converted into a length by comparing it to the maximum drift time in the detector.
The liquid level surface has been defined as z = 0, and the bottom surface rests
at z = −34.7 cm. The xy-position is determined using the PMT patterns by an
algorithm developed by Jason Brodsky [80].
2For this histogram, only the coincidences with a z-separation of less than 1 cm were used in
order to select neutral 218Po, because the cathode surface creates a bias against seeing long-lived
drifting 218Po ions.
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In DarkSide-50, events near the walls of the detector have reduced xy reconstruc-
tion accuracy, so an r = 15 cm fiducial cut was applied to the data, removing the
outermost 3 cm.
The result of the position reconstruction can be seen in Fig. 8.22 (a). Each coinci-
dence is represented by an arrow, with the base and head indicating the reconstructed
locations of the 222Rn and 218Po decays, respectively. Each arrow is colored on a gra-
dient based on its vertical drift velocity, measured as ∆z divided by the time between
the two events. Faster drift times are colored yellow while those with little to no
vertical drift velocity are colored red. This is made more evident in Fig. 8.22 (b) and
(c) which show the side and top views of (a). By eye, one can see that the fraction
of neutral and ionized 218Po atoms are of similar magnitudes. Concerning the trans-
verse movement of the 218Po it can be seen in (b), and even more so in (c), that the
ionized 218Po that drifts toward the cathode experiences very little transverse move-
ment in comparison to the neutral atoms. Another feature that is visible in (b) is an
unexplained region from −15 cm < z < −10 cm that experiences reduced transverse
movement. A sum of the angular velocity of the events showed no evidence of any
net angular drift direction.
A more quantitative analysis of the above can be found in Fig. 8.23. This is a
scatter plot of 218Po decay time versus the drift distance in z. The vertical band of
events corresponds to neutral events that were not significantly moved by the drift
field. An additional band of events can be seen along a diagonal, which corresponds to
positively ionized 218Po drifting downward toward the cathode. The lack of any other
bands of events with faster or slower drift speeds suggests that these are singly posi-
tively ionized 218Po atoms. This is supported by observations of alpha decays taken
in a vacuum, in which nearly all daughter nuclei were neutral or singly charged [81].
To measure the ion drift velocity, a section of the scatter plot was cut out (green
dashed lines forming angles of π/2 and π/4) and events falling between them were
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(a) 3D view.





















Figure 8.22: Position reconstruction of 222Rn–218Po coincidences in DarkSide-50. The
path color represents the drift velocity of the 218Po with dark red indicating little to
no vertical movement and bright yellow indication a high drift velocity.
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Figure 8.23: A scatter plot of decay time vs. vertical separation for 222Rn–218Po
coincidences. The vertical band corresponds to neutrally charged decay products
while the diagonal band corresponds to positively charged 218Po that begins drifting
toward the cathode before decaying. The blue graph shows the mean and standard
deviation of each bin for the points between the green dashed lines, and the solid red
line is a linear fit to this graph. The orange triangular points show coincidences that
have a large separation in xy (> 12 cm), some of which may be accidental coincidences.
The effect of these events on the final results was found to be negligible.
binned in ∆z (blue graph) and fit with a linear function (red line). The result is a
drift velocity of -1.53 ± 0.02 (stat.) ± 0.05 (syst.) mm/s for 218Po ions in liquid argon.
Dividing by the 200 V/cm drift field gives an ion mobility of 7.64×10−8 m2 V−1 cm−1.
Before the fraction of ionized 218Po could be determined, first the bias caused by
cathode surface 218Po needed to be removed, as this bias disfavours ionized 218Po from
being seen. To obtain an unbiased sample, a 222Rn decay was only accepted if the
daughter 218Po would still be in the bulk LAr at the time of its decay whether it was
ionized or not. A precise definition of this cut can be found in Table 8.3.
A histogram of the drift velocities after the anti-biasing cut can be seen in Fig. 8.24.
There exists a clear separation between the neutral and ion drift velocities. The
fraction of ionized 218Po is 0.36 ± 0.03(stat.)±0.04(syst.), with the statistical error
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Figure 8.24: The distribution of drift velocity of 218Po after the 222Rn alpha decay.
The events at 0 mm/s are neutral 218Po and the events at -1.5 mm/s at positively
charged. The fraction of ionized 218Po is 0.36±0.03(stat.)±0.04(syst.).
coming from Poisson counting statistics and the systematic error coming from the
data selection cuts.
8.7 Surface Backgrounds in DarkSide-50
The long-lived nature of 210Pb means that both 210Pb and its daughter, 210Po, remain
inside DarkSide-50 for a long time after being exposed to 222Rn. They are known as
surface backgrounds due to their tendency to get trapped on either the fused silica
windows or the Teflon reflector. Pulse-shaped discrimination prevents the 210Pb beta
decay from being a background concern, but the 210Po alpha decay can be more
troubling for a couple reasons: one, the alpha can lose energy in the wall material
and fall within the region of interest; and two, the alpha can be directed into the wall,
sending the low energy daughter nucleus recoiling into the liquid.
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Requirement Description
zPo > zcathode + 5 mm Remove coincidences where the
218Po
is near the bottom of the TPC. This
prevents ionized 218Po that is stopped
by the cathode from influencing the
mean ion drift velocity.
rRn < 15 cm
rPo < 15 cm
Prevent coincidences near the wall
(where the electric field is less under-




< ∆t < −∆z · 1·s
mm
This is the green dashed line cut in
Fig. 8.23.
−zRn + 1tan(π/8) ·
mm
s
·∆t < 34.7 cm Require the z-position of the 222Rn de-
cay (zRn) to be high enough that the
218Po would still be in the bulk even if
it drifted with the maximum possible
speed toward the cathode before de-
caying (represented by the lower green
dashed line in Fig. 8.23).
Table 8.3: Definitions of cuts used in the 222Rn–218Po analysis. The first two are
applied to all coincidences. The third is applied only in the calculation of the ion
drift velocity, and the fourth is used only in the calculation of the ion fraction. The
decay time is referred to as ∆t. The variables x, y, and z refer to the Cartesian
coordinates of the isotope indicated in the subscript, with r =
√
x2 + y2.
This section is an exhaustive study of 210Po within DarkSide-50, with the ultimate
goal of setting a surface background estimation for the DarkSide-50 blind analysis
campaign.
8.7.1 The Wall Effect
Before delving too deeply into a discussion of 210Po, first an introduction must be
given of the “wall effect”. The wall effect is a hypothesis that explains a phenomenon
seen in DarkSide-50 that greatly reduces the size of S2 for certain events, such as
210Po, that take place on the Teflon wall surfaces.
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The suggested mechanism is that the drift electrons produced in an interaction
have some probability of being trapped or absorbed by the wall as they drift upward
alongside it. This can cause an event that would have had a large S2 to have a much
smaller S2, or no S2 at all.
The Missing S2 Problem
The wall effect finds its roots with a problem that was identified very early in the
operation of DarkSide-50: many events are completely missing an S2 pulse.
In the analysis of the 70-day dark matter search [28], there are several cuts that
depend on the S2 pulse. These are:
1. S2 size: The pulse following S1 must be at least 100 PE.
2. S2 shape: The pulse following S1 must have an f90 less than 0.1.
3. Number of pulses: There must be exactly two pulses (or three, if the
third is a small pulse from the photo-ionization of the cathode).
4. Fiducial cut: The event must not occur near the top or bottom of the
detector. The drift time between the first and second pulse must be in
the range [40 µs, max drift time−40 µs].
5. The S1 maximum fraction: The limit set on the allowed S1 fraction in
a single PMT is dependent on the drift time.
The effect of these cuts on the data are shown in Fig. 8.25.
In Fig. 8.25 (top) are the events with the S2 cuts listed above turned off (all other
cuts are still applied).
Fig. 8.25 (middle) shows what happens after we remove events that contain only
























































Figure 8.25: Data from the DarkSide-50 70-day dark matter search campaign. Top:
No cuts involving S2 or drift time have been applied. Middle: A cut requiring there
to be more than one pulse has been applied to the top histogram. Bottom: A cut
requiring there to be exactly one pulse has been applied to the top histogram. This
shows that most of the events in the nuclear recoil f90∼0.7 region are missing an S2
pulse.
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interest (the remaining cuts – drift time and maximum S1 fraction – remove the last
few events in this region).
Lastly, Fig. 8.25 (bottom) shows the subtraction of the second figure from the
first, selecting only events that have a single pulse. We call these events “S1-only”
events.
Many of the S1-only events are in the 0-100 PE range, and can be explained as
pure Cherenkov events in the fused silica or Teflon, which deposit no energy in the
LAr and therefore produce no S2 signal. However, pure Cherenkov events do not
get larger than 100-200 PE, so this cannot explain the presence of the more energetic
events.
Supporting Evidence
The probability that a given interaction will produce no S2 will be called PnoS2. If
the proposed mechanism of drift electrons being lost to the wall is correct, several
predictions can be made about PnoS2:
1. PnoS2 should be 0 for events that take place in the bulk argon, since there is no
place for the drift electrons to go but up.
2. PnoS2 should be inversely correlated with the S1 of a surface event. This is
because all else being equal (i.e. same type of interaction), an event with smaller
S1 will produce fewer drift electrons.
3. PnoS2 should be positively correlated with drift time, because the further along
the wall the electrons have to drift, the higher the probability they have of
getting lost.
Unfortunately, due to the very nature of the S2 problem, it is difficult to pinpoint
the locations of these interactions, since the x, y, and z reconstruction depend entirely
on S2.
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Fortunately, 210Po gives us a unique ability to know that an event comes from the
surface solely based on its S1. We can look at events in the alpha S1 spectrum that
fall below the full 5.3 MeV 210Po alpha energy and know that they must be alphas
degraded by the surface material (alphas with full energies below 5.3 MeV do exist
in the upper decay chains, but these are not present in the bulk liquid for reasons
described in Chapter 5).
See Fig. 8.26 to see what happens to the alpha spectrum when S2 cuts are applied.
For alphas, a more strict version of the S2 size cut is needed to remove photoionization
pulses (see Sec. 8.4.1). As indicated by the figure, the S2 cuts affect the surface and
sub-surface 210Po part of the spectrum, while the full peaks of the 222Rn and 218Po
alphas remain. This confirms prediction (1).
Furthermore, an inverse relationship is found between an alpha’s S1 and the likeli-
hood that it is missing S2, with a higher proportion of alphas with an S1 of 10000 PE
having no S2 than alphas with an S1 of 35000 PE. This confirms prediction (2).
The effect of drift time upon PnoS2 can be seen by selecting events in the
210Po
range that do have an S2 pulse.
Fig. 8.27 shows the selection of events in the 210Po S1 range ([10000, 37000] PE)
with an S2 pulse. This figure tells us that at 0 drift time the 210Po events have
S2s with the expected magnitude (the expected log(S2/S1) for alphas is [−0.5,0.3]
(see Fig. 8.13)), but they rapidly decrease in size with increasing drift time. After a
depth of 50 µs, 210Po with “regular” S2 magnitudes become rare, until the maximum
drift time is reached, where many regular S2s appear again. The existence of many
normal-sized S2s at the maximum drift time is expected, as events on the cathode
surface can take place far from the side walls.
PnoS2 has been shown to be correlated with drift time for surface events, confirming
prediction (3). It was also shown that the expected size of S2 decreases with drift
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Figure 8.26: Black: All alpha events. Red: Events with no pulses passing the S2
cuts. Green: The events with a pulse passing the S2 size and shape cuts. Blue: The
events with a pulse passing the S2 size and shape cuts, and the drift time cut.
time, suggesting that as the ionization electrons drift along the wall, they are lost one
by one rather than all at once.
The behavior of 210Po surface alphas is in line with what is predicted by the wall
effect. The impact of the wall effect on surface backgrounds is discussed in Sec. 8.7.3.
8.7.2 210Po Rate and Position Reconstruction
To determine the level of background expected from surface backgrounds, the event
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Figure 8.27: 210Po events that have at least one pulse that satisfies the S2 size
(>100 PE) and shape (f90<0.1) cuts. The vertical axis is the logarithm of S2 (cor-
rected for saturation) divided by S1 (corrected for saturation and z-position). The
downward trend of log(S2/S1) as drift time increases from 0 to 50 µs indicates that
the probability of losing drift electrons to the wall increases with drift time. The
“regular” sized S2s in the upper right are from cathode 210Po.
Based on the insights from the wall effect, 210Po will be broken up into separate
categories, and the rates will be determined for each one:
1. 210Po with S2.
(a) From the anode or grid (drift time <5 µs).
(b) From the wall (drift time >5 µs and <371 µs)
(c) From the cathode (drift time >371 µs).


























Figure 8.28: Position reconstruction of 210Po alphas events that have S2.
A 210Po event is defined to have an S2 if exactly one of the pulses following S1
satisfies the S2 size and shape cut and an additional alpha-S2 cut: log(S2/S1)> −1
(this is to remove photo-ionization S2s seen in Fig. 8.27). It is defined to have no S2
if none of the pulses following S1 satisfy these cuts.
The position reconstruction of events in category (1) can be seen in Fig. 8.28.
As expected, the 210Po are found at high radius, except for the cathode which sees a
uniform distribution. The wall effect can be seen again in this figure by the decreasing
number of wall events with drift time.
Not many 210Po events appear to be coming from the anode or grid in this figure,
but there are a few reasons that they could be under-represented. The signal that the
alpha would make as it passes from the anode surface through the argon gas pocket
and into the liquid has not been studied, but it very likely produces a different pulse
shape. Even alphas from the grid, which would deposit their full energy in the liquid
only, may not have a long enough drift time for the S1 and S2 to be separated by the
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Description Location Rate (mBq m−2)
210Po with S2 anode/grid unknown
210Po with S2 wall 0.059± 0.002
210Po with S2 cathode 0.449± 0.010
210Po without S2 wall 2.247± 0.011















































Figure 8.29: xy-position reconstruction of 210Po alphas events that have S2. Left:
Wall events. The cluster in the bottom left is due to a field anomaly of the drift field
in that region which shifts drift electrons inward. Right: Cathode events.
pulse-finding algorithm. They would appear as events with a low f90 and avoid the
alpha selection cuts. For a measurement of the anode/grid 210Po levels the low-level
reconstruction codes would have to be reworked.
The xy-reconstruction of the wall and cathode events are found in Fig. 8.29. The
cluster in the bottom left of the wall events xy plot is due to a field anomaly of the
drift field in that region which shifts drift electrons inward. It is suspected that this
field anomaly reduces the wall effect in this region slightly by pulling electrons away
from the wall.
The rates for the different categories of 210Po are found in Table 8.4.
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8.7.3 Background Estimate
In DarkSide-50’s 70-day dark matter search campaign there were many S1-only events
in the WIMP region (reminder: Fig. 8.25 (bottom)). If just one of these happens to
have an S2, it can end DarkSide-50’s prospects as a background-free experiment. In
this section, the background risk from these events in a longer, blinded campaign will
be examined.
To assess the risk of background from the prompt S1-only events, it helps to break
them down into collectively exhaustive categories.
S1-only events can be:
(1) Events that did not produce an S2 in the first place.
(2) Events that did produce an S2, but that S2 was lost for some reason
(such as the wall effect).
Class (1) events can become a background if:
(a) An unrelated S2-like pulse falls within the window.
Class (2) events can become a background if:
(a) An unrelated S2-like pulse falls within the window.
(b) Its S2 does not get lost to some effect.
The (a) options require the existence of random and unrelated “S2-only” events
that could by chance pile up with an S1-only event in an accidental coincidence. S2-
only events do exist and are studied by collaborator Alissa Monte, but are unrelated
to surface backgrounds. This study will focus on option (2b) and explore possibility
of the S2 not getting lost.
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Projecting the Wall Effect to Low S1
The figure of interest for the DarkSide-50 blind analysis is the number of surface
background events expected in the WIMP search region for a given exposure. This
rate will given in terms of events per 500 days of exposure and will be denoted RSB.
Given that no surface backgrounds have been seen in the previous 50 day or 70-day
search results published by DarkSide-50, RSB had to be estimated in a roundabout






(S1) · PS1O−S2(S1) · dS1
Where dRS1O
dS1
(S1) is the rate of S1-only events in an area dS1 of the dark matter
search region, and PS1O−S2(S1) is the probability for an event with a given S1 to gain
an S2 (or rather, not lose its S2 to the wall effect). The integral bounds, 60 PE and
460 PE, are the lower and upper bounds of the WIMP search region.
The dRS1O
dS1
term is obtained simply by looking at the data from the 70-day cam-
paign and counting the number of S1-only events in the WIMP box that pass all
other cuts. The WIMP box that was used here has been amended from the one used
for the 70-day analysis by adding a cutoff at low energy (60 PE) and high f90 (0.9),
as these are the minimum changes that are planned for the 500-day campaign. The
final box’s dimensions will be likely be even smaller, so this represents a conservative
figure for the S1-only rate.
In order to take into account the effect of the fiducial cut and the maximum S1
fraction cut, both of which depend on the drift time, the estimated drift time for an
S1-only event was obtained using the S1 top-bottom asymmetry (Fig. 8.17).
The result can be seen in Fig. 8.30, with the WIMP search box shown in red.
PS1O−S2 was obtained by observing the trend of missing S2s with S1 size. Fig. 8.31




















Figure 8.30: The DarkSide-50 70-day campaign with all analysis cuts applied except
S2 cuts. Since DarkSide-50 did not have any background events in the 70-day cam-
paign after all cuts were applied, this means that every event in the WIMP search
region (red) failed the S2 cuts. The overall rate of these “S1-only” events is of interest
for future background predictions.
including S2 cuts, and fall in a modified WIMP box that has been extended out to
higher S1 values. The S1 range begins at 600 PE, which is the upper end of the blinded
region, and ends at 37000 PE, such that only 210Po surface alphas were selected.
Even at high S1 values of 35000 PE, less than 1 in 100 surface events retained their
S2. At 20000 PE and below there were no surface events that passed all cuts, save
for an event at 3000 PE and another at 7000 PE. Upon closer evaluation of these two
events, they had S2s just large enough to pass the loose S2 size cut that was used for
alphas (log(S2/S1) > −1), but still far too small to pass any reasonable nuclear recoil
S2/S1 cut that will implemented in the analysis of the 500-day campaign. In fact
requiring events to have log(S2/S1) > 0.5 would remove all the events in Fig. 8.31,































Figure 8.31: The fraction of surface events that pass all analysis cuts, including a
90th percentile nuclear recoil f90 cut, as a function of S1. The fraction of background
events decreases toward smaller S1 because of the wall effect: a smaller S1 means a
smaller S2, which means a greater likelihood of the S2 being lost and failing the S2
cuts. The x-axis begins at 600 PE because this is the upper end of the blinded region.
The lack of any potential background signals from surface events in the region from
20000 PE down to 600 PE gives us confidence that there will also be no surface back-
grounds in the blinded region below 600 PE. Quantifying this confidence is difficult.
Fitting an exponential curve to this graph (Fig. 8.31 (red line)) and extrapolating
PS1O−S2 down into the WIMP region seems dubious, since the mechanism behind the
wall effect is not well enough understood to expect any sort of exponential behavior.
Nevertheless, we will proceed with the estimation, and any statistical confidence will
be heavily modified by systematic uncertainties.
To make the calculation of RSB both simpler and more conservative, PS1O−S2 was
taken as a constant 9.5× 10−6, which is the value of the exponential fit at 600 PE. It
can then be moved out of the integral and RSB becomes:
RSB = RS1O · PS1O−S2
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Where RS1O is the total rate of S1-only events in the WIMP box in Fig. 8.30:
907 events/70 days or 6478± 215 events/500 days.
This results in RSB= 0.062±0.002 events/500 days, with several important caveats
that will be reiterated:
• An S2/S1 cut designed for nuclear recoils, while not used for the 70-day cam-
paign, is expected to be put in place for the 500-day campaign, and will dras-
tically reduce the surface alpha acceptance.
• A fiducial cut in radius, again not used in the 70-day campaign, is expected to
be put in place, reducing surface backgrounds further.
• Systematic uncertainties remain significant. The value PS1O−S2 = 9.5 × 10−6
was extrapolated from a fit and not empirically verified. With only 907 S1-only
events in the WIMP box from the 70-day campaign, PS1O−S2 could be as high
as 10−4 or 10−3 and the observed outcome of 0 background events would still
be reasonable.
• If the wall effect depends on the electric field near the walls, then temporal
changes in that field may influence its effect. There is currently a known field
anomaly beneath one of the PMTs, and it tends to pull drift electrons inward,
away from the wall (see Fig. 8.29). This could suppress the wall effect and
enhance the S2 size under that PMT. In the 70-day campaign the field anomaly
was evidently not strong enough to result in any background events, but a new
or worsening field anomaly could introduce higher levels of surface background.
The size of field anomalies should be carefully monitored throughout the 500-
day campaign.
• A TPB tail cut based on the results discussed in Sec. 7.2 can suppress surface




Some of the contents of Sec. 8.8 were presented at TAUP 2017 [82]
The long-lived component, or “tail”, of TPB scintillation, as measured in Sec. 7.2
by RaDOSE, is also seen in DarkSide-50. As a recap, two major discoveries from
RaDOSE were:
1. The UV photons emitted by argon scintillation, when absorbed by TPB, can
be re-emitted in the tail, but this process is rare.
2. The scintillation from alphas travelling through TPB contains a majority of
light in the tail.
In DarkSide-50, the presence of the S2 pulse complicates the study of the TPB
tail, as it falls between 0 and 376 µs after S1. It also produces a UV induced TPB tail
of its own. Therefore, we define the “tail region” to be the segment of the waveform
beginning 10 µs after the start of S1 (at which point all LAr scintillation has ceased)
up until the beginning of S2. This avoids contamination from the S2 pulse, and any
photoelectrons detected in this region can be attributed to the TPB tail from S1.
Unfortunately, this means that events with short drift times can have very small tail
regions.
Examples of UV-induced TPB tails in DarkSide-50 can be seen in Fig. 8.32. The
top figure features an event has an S1 of 440 PE, with 3 PE in the tail region. The
bottom figure features a much larger event, with an S1 of ∼40000 PE. The tail is
more pronounced as well, with 290 PE in the tail region. The factor of 100 increase
in S1 led to a factor of 100 increase in the TPB tail. The TPB tail can also be seen
following the S2 pulse, which in this event is similar in size to S1.
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Figure 8.32: Events in DarkSide-50 with varying sizes of S1 and TPB tail. The top
event has an S1 of 440 PE and has 3 PE in the region between S1 and S2: at 15 µs,
210 µs, and 340 µs. The bottom event has an S1 of 40000 PE and has nearly 300 PE
in the tail region.
The WIMP search region in DarkSide-50 has an upper bound of less than 500 PE,
so WIMP events in this region are expected to have between 0 and 3 PE in the tail
region, depending on S1 size and the placement of the S2 pulse within the waveform.
An example of alpha scintillation in the TPB can be seen in Fig. 8.33. The event
featured in this figure has an S1 of 390 PE (recalling that in DarkSide-50 S1 is defined
as the integral of the first 7 µs of the pulse only). The event features 250 PE in the tail
region, which in this case extends out to the end of the acquisition window because
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Figure 8.33: A surface alpha decay in DarkSide-50. The number of photoelectrons in
the tail (250 PE), is large in comparison to its S1 size (390 PE).
there is no S2 pulse. This tail contains two orders of magnitude more photoelectrons
than the comparably sized “regular” event from Fig. 8.32.
The lack of S2 for this event is not a surprise either, as surface events are expected
to be correlated with S1-only events via the wall effect (Sec. 8.7.1).
8.8.1 Tail Cut
A data selection cut was designed to tag the TPB tail from surface events in or-
der to alleviate the uncertainty surrounding the wall effect’s suppression of surface
backgrounds.
The design goal of the “TPB tail cut” was to maximize the suppression of surface
events while retaining a 99% acceptance of all nuclear recoils in the LAr. This was
achieved using the DarkSide-50 nuclear recoil calibration data taken with an 241AmBe
neutron source placed directly outside the cryostat.
Neutron events were selected by requiring them to pass all TPC analysis cuts and
to fall within the WIMP box, while at the same time requiring a coincident signal in
the liquid scintillator veto corresponding to the 4.4 MeV gamma ray energy from the
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241AmBe source. This requirement suppressed external backgrounds and coincident
gamma gays from the 241AmBe source.
The tail cut was defined by setting the 99th percentile upper limit on the number
of photoelectrons in the tail region as a function of both S1 and drift time.
The procedure went as follows:
1. A series of N points were chosen along the drift time range, called DTpoints.
The first point was at 10 µs, while the Nth point was the maximum drift time
of 376 µs.
2. A series of N scatter plots, called ScatterPlots, were defined with each
ScatterPlots[i] corresponding to a drift time DTpoints[i]. The x-axis
of the scatter plot was S1 and the y-axis was TPE, where TPE stands for “tail
PE” and is the number of PE between 10 µs and DTpoints[i].
3. A loop over every neutron event was performed, and for each neutron event a
loop over DTpoints was performed, until the value of DTpoints[i] exceeded
the drift time of the event. In each iteration of the loop, TPE was calculated
and the event was added to ScatterPlots[i]. See an example of a scatter
plot in Fig. 8.34.
4. Each ScatterPlots[i] was binned in S1 and a loop over the S1 bins was
performed. For each bin, the mean value of TPE was recorded. See the red
graph in Fig. 8.34.
5. The graph of mean TPE values for each scatter plot was fit with a linear func-
tion. See the green line in Fig. 8.34.
6. The constant of the fitted line was raised until 99% of the events in the scatter
plot fell below the line. See the blue line in Fig. 8.34.
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Figure 8.34: Scatter plot of photoelectrons in the tail region versus S1 for neutron
events with a drift time greater than 275 µs. The red graph follows the 50th percentile,
and the green line is a linear fit to the graph. This line is elevated with constant slope
until 99% of neutron events fall below it (blue line). This is repeated for each drift
time value, and the 99th percentile curves for each drift time are collected together
into a single 2D histogram: Fig. 8.35.
7. The N lines representing the 99% nuclear recoil acceptance for a given drift time
and S1 were compiled into a single 2D histogram (Fig. 8.35).
In effect, this process increases the available statistics by using every event for
every drift time slice up until its S2.
To determine if a given event passes the tail cut, the value in the 2D histogram
corresponding to the event’s drift time and S1 is looked up. If the number of PE in
the event’s tail region (10 µs up to the beginning of S2) exceeds this value, then it
has a larger TPB tail than 99% of neutrons, and should be cut.



























Figure 8.35: A 2D histogram forming a lookup table for the 99th percentile values of
TPE for a nuclear recoil event with a given S1 and drift time. Example: An event has
a drift time of 200 µs and an S1 of 300 PE. According to this figure, 99% of nuclear
recoils with these parameters have 11 or fewer photoelectrons in the tail region.
8.8.2 Cut Effectiveness
The effectiveness of the cut toward suppressing surface backgrounds was determined
with RaDOSE data. A selection of surface alpha decays were obtained through the
deposition of radon daughters on a TPB-coated quartz slide placed in a LAr volume,
and tagging the alpha in the 214Bi–214Po coincidence (see Sec. 7.2).
The lack of S2 in the RaDOSE measurement meant that the acceptance of each
event could be calculated for each of the drift time values. In other words, for each
alpha event, the number of TPE in each of the N regions [10 µs,TDbins[i]] was
determined and compared to the 99th percentile value obtained from Fig. 8.35. While
the light yield in RaDOSE was about 25% lower than in DarkSide-50, it was assumed














Figure 8.36: Surface background acceptance as a function of drift time. The longer
the drift time, the longer the tail region between S1 and S2, and the easier it is to
separate an event with a large tail (alpha in TPB) from an event with a small tail
(recoil in LAr).
The results can be seen in Fig. 8.36. Not unexpectedly, the surface background
acceptance was found to decrease with drift time, because a longer tail region provides
a greater ability to distinguish the size of the TPB tail.
The fiducial volume in DarkSide-50 extends from 40 to 336 µs. Under the assump-
tion that surface events are distributed uniformly in drift time, the integrated accep-
tance over this range is 0.0005±0.0001. However, due to the wall effect, DarkSide-50
is biased toward seeing surface events near the top of the detector. The acceptance
at 40 µs can therefore be taken as an upper limit: 0.0094± 0.0015.
The estimated surface background rate from Sec. 8.7.3 was 0.062 events/500 days.
In the worst-case scenario that all the surface events are concentrated at a drift time
of 40 µs, the surface background after the tail cut becomes:
RSB(After worst-case tail cut) = 0.00058± 0.00009 events/500 days
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Even without a radial fiducial cut or S2/S1 cut, which would suppress this value
further, the expected surface background rate is far below DarkSide-50’s design goal
of 0.1 background events. Systematic effects, while still not fully understood, are
unlikely to affect this rate by the orders of magnitude needed for it to pose a threat




Alphas and surface backgrounds in liquid argon detectors are a concern for dark mat-
ter searches because of their ability to create WIMP-like signals. Using the RaDOSE
detector, we discovered a long-lived component of TPB scintillation that enables an
effective suppression of these signals. When applied to the DarkSide-50 dark matter
search campaign, it reduces the expected number of these background events well





What follows is an English translation of a French paper by R. Voltz and G. Laus-
triat [62], entitled “Radioluminescence des milieux organiques I”, which aids in the
understanding of the long-lived scintillation component of TPB. Assistance in trans-
lation was provided by the online tools Google Translate [83] and BonPatron [84].
Introduction
Interest in laws governing the decay of scintillation in organic media, for applications
in radiation detection, has given rise to many experimental studies [1]. In various
cases, the existence of two components in the light emission has been demonstrated;
the first, known as “fast”, is characterized by high intensity and a comparable decrease
in the fluorescence from the scintillator, while the second (“slow” component), less
intense, decreases much more slowly, in a non-exponential. For a given scintillator,
the relative importance of each component varies with the nature of the incident
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radiation [2]; it is the same, therefore, for the shape of the overall light pulse. The
work done so far to explain the origin of the two components of the scintillation and
to establish the law of decay for scintillation did not lead to definitive conclusions [3-
8]. In this study, we resume consideration of these issues (we have already dealt with
partially in a previous publication [9]).
Scintillation, having the same spectral composition as fluorescence, must be at-
tributed to the de-excitation of excited molecules in the lowest singlet state. The
formation of these molecular levels results from a succession of elementary phenom-
ena which we will examine in the first part of this work, which will lead us to clarify
the physical origin of the two components of the scintillation. We will give an analysis
of the evolution of molecules in the lowest excited singlet state and the lowest triplet
state, then we will establish expressions for the number of photons emitted per par-
ticle per unit time (“instantaneous” intensity of scintillation) or during a given time
interval (“integrated” intensity). We consider separately the cases of pure aromatic
media (single crystals) and binary systems (solution of a fluorescent compound in a
liquid aromatic or plastic).
A.1 Formation and evolution of molecular excited
states
To describe the formation of activated molecules responsible for scintillation in aro-
matic crystals, we will consider three successive stages. In the first, which is very
short (≈ 10−13 s), the incident particle and the secondary electrons are slowed down
in the scintillator and produce “primary” activation states, for which it is important
to clarify the nature and spatial distribution. In the second stage, energy dissipation
processes are accompanied by non-radiative transitions to the lowest excited singlet
(S1) and triplet (T1) molecular states; the duration of these phenomena is of the order
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of 10−10 to 10−11 s. The evolution of the S1 and T1 states thus formed occurs during
a final stage, the length of which is approximately equal to (or greater than) 10−9 s,
and can be studied by current experimental means.
A.1.1 Primary Molecular States
Created by primary and high-energy secondary particles, excited molecular states and
ionized molecules with activation energy E undergo electronic transitions with dipole
moment µ, or oscillator strength f , mainly due to collisions, with the cross section
approximately proportional to the quantity µ2 or the ratio f/E [10,11].
For aromatic molecules, the direct excitation of the molecules in the T1 and S1
states are respectively forbidden for reasons of spin and symmetry, and are there-
fore unlikely. According to spectroscopy measurements in the far ultraviolet [12] and
inelastic scattering of fast, mono-energetic electrons [13,14], the most frequent tran-
sitions are, on the other hand, to excited singlet levels of energy slightly lower than
Ei, the first ionization state, or to states of “superexcitation” of energy higher than
Ei [11,15,16]; we denote excited molecules in the singlet levels by Sn.
The majority of products from the ionizing collisions of the secondary electrons
have too low kinetic energy ( T . 500 eV) to move away from the parent molecule
at a distance greater than r0, for which the Coulomb interaction energy is equal to
kT [17]. In condensed non-polar media, it is generally accepted that the preferential
recombination of these electrons occurs very quickly (≈ 10−11s); the molecule thus
formed will be on a higher energy level, with equal likelihood to be in a singlet state
(Sn) or in one of the three triplet states (Tn); the formation of the latter is statisti-
cally favored. Note also that the slow electrons can excite the molecules in a triplet
state directly by an electronic exchange process, whose cross section is maximum
at an energy slightly higher than the triplet level and decreases rapidly for higher
energies [10].
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As the slow secondary electrons have a large cross section of elastic collision with
the molecules of the medium, they induce active products that accumulate in small
volumes which we shall call “clusters” (“blobs” [17]), which have centers that are close
to the path of the primary particle and whose radius is of the order of the distance
r0 defined above.
After the passage of ionizing particle, one can distinguish two regions in the
medium, respectively characterized by high and low local concentrations of activated
molecules, and whose relative importance depends on the ionizing power of the in-
cident radiation. In the case of heavy ions (protons, alphas, etc.) of high specific
energy loss, they form an area of high density activation, cylindrical and centered
on the trajectory of the incident particle (“trace”), materialized by clusters and the
Sn molecules excited by the primary particle; the radius of this track is the order of
r0. Outside this region are dispersed molecules activated by the energetic secondary
electrons (radiation delta) with less energy than the primary ionizing particle. For
incident radiation characterized by a low linear energy transfer (gamma rays, fast
electrons, etc.), the mean free path between collisions is higher than for heavy parti-
cles: the excited molecules along the primary path remain dispersed and do not form
a continuous activation column. Areas of high excitation density are then reduced to
clusters and traces formed by the secondary electrons with ionizing power.
A.1.2 Evolution of Primary Molecular States
Sn and Tn molecules are subjected to non-radiative processes, which lead to lower elec-
tronic levels and, in general, the same multiplicity. These transitions can be followed
by ionization (for superexcited states) or nuclear reorganization with dissociation,
isomerization, or internal conversion to the states S1 and T1.
In areas of low concentration of active products, the role of the external environ-
ment in the evolution of the primary excited states is to merely absorb excess energy
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of molecular vibration. In areas of high activation density, we believe the influence
of perturbations in the vicinity of other activated products must also be considered.
Thus, in the intense electric field created by a transitional free charge, a molecule in
a high energy primary excited state undergoes rapid electronic rearrangement and,
with high probability, is brought to an ionized state [18]. Ionization of a primary
excited molecule can also be caused by the interaction with another primary excited
molecule; this is a result of a transition effect with a significant dipole moment µ, and
the likelihood of the process is proportional to the amount µ2 [19].
The interaction process between the primary activation products therefore results
in the ionization of Sn molecules. In the subsequent recombination of the ions, the Tn
state formation is statistically favored, and the local concentration of these within the
high-density zones of activation is increased at the expense of singlet-level molecules.
These triplet states are in addition to those mentioned above and due to the slow
secondary electrons in the clusters; traces are then characterized by a high concen-
tration of excited molecules in the T1 state (particularly from the internal conversion
Tn → T1). Subsequently, we assume that at the end of the non-radiative transitions











where CT (r) represents the local concentration at a distance r from the trajectory, and
dNT/dx the number of molecules in the state T1 per unit of distance covered by the
particle that generated the track; r0, the length characterizing the lateral distribution
of the excited molecules, is on the order of the radius of the clusters caused by the
slow secondary electrons.
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A.1.3 Evolution of the Low Energy Excited States
In the final stage of scintillation, excited molecules in the S1 and T1 levels (the low-
est) are subjected to various intra- and intermolecular processes whose list is shown
in Table 1. For binary systems, the kinetic scheme takes into account the energy
transfer from the state of the substrate S1 to the first level of the fluorescent solute
singlet Fl (F0: ground state); the mechanism of this process of energy transition has
been studied recently [20]. The reactions (1) to (5) and (12) to (16) are usually
considered to account for the fluorescence induced by ultraviolet light, and are well
known [21]; the process (5), (8) and (16), in particular, correspond to the degradation
of the electronic energy under the influence of an inhibitor product Q, wherein in the
aromatic solutions is often dissolved oxygen. Reactions (6) to (11) take into account
the disabling process of T1 states. Of particular note are the bi-molecular annihilation
reactions (9) to (11), highlighted and studied recently [22]; triplet-triplet interaction
can lead to singlet, triplet and quintuplet (Q1) states. The overall rate constant of
the bimolecular annihilation of T1 states χtt is given by:





The molecules excited by corpuscular radiation is distributed in limited areas
where the concentration can be much higher than in the rest of the medium. In
addition to the mentioned process, we must also consider the diffusion phenomena
to establish the equations giving the variation over time of the concentrations Cs,



















S1 → S0 + hνs
S1 → T1
S1 → S0
S1 + S0 → S0 + S0
S1 +Q→ S0 +Q
T1 → S0 + hνT
T1 → S0
T1 +Q→ S0 +Q
T1 + T1 → S1 + S0
T1 + T1 → T1 + S0
T1 + T1 → Q1 + S0
S1 + F0 → F1 + S0
F1 → F0 + hνf
F1 → F0
F1 + F0 → F0 + F0













































CT = DT∆CT −
1
τT
CT − χttC2T + k′sCs (A.4)
∂
∂t
Cf = Df∆Cf −
1
τf
Cf + ksf [F ]Cs (A.5)









s + kss[S0] + ksq[Q] + ksf [F ] (A.6)
1
τT
= kt + k
′
t + ktq[Q] (A.7)
1
τf
= kf + k
′
f + kff [F ] + kfq[Q] (A.8)
where τs, τf , and τT denote, respectively, the decay time constants of the fluorescence
of the solvent and solute, and the phosphorescence of the substrate. [S0], [Q], and [F ]
represent the concentration of non-excited molecules in the substrate, the inhibitor
compound, and the fluorescent solute.
A.1.4 Origin of the Two Scintillation Components
After the preceding production of molecular states S1 by ionizing radiation, light
emission of the scintillator takes place through two main modes.
The excitement of the scintillator molecules to singlet states (Sn) and subsequent
internal conversion to the S1 states is too fast to be followed by the current experimen-
tal techniques; the appearance of excited molecules in the state S1 can be considered
as instantaneous. The corresponding light pulse, which we shall call the prompt sig-
nal, has a very short rise time and the decay depends on the kinetics of molecules in
the scintillator in the S1 state.
Excited molecules in the first singlet level also result from the interaction between
two T1 states (reaction (9) in the chart); they are formed very quickly, with high local
concentrations in the particle traces. The formation of S1 states is then delayed and
we call the corresponding transmission the delayed signal; in this case, the shape of
the light pulse depends on the evolution of the scintillator and the excited molecules
in the singlet and triplet states.
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The actual pulse shape of the flash of light emitted by the scintillator, as observed
experimentally, results from the superposition of the prompt and delayed signals.
Similarly, the integrated intensity of the scintillation is the sum of integrated intensi-
ties of each signal.
A.2 Scintillation intensity of pure aromatic com-
pounds
Even at high radiation intensities, the overlap of traces from different charged particles
is negligible; the kinetics of the activated states in the scintillator is then identical to
that of the molecules excited by an individual particle. Let us consider successively
the intensity of the prompt and delayed signals of the scintillation.
A.2.1 Prompt Signal
The local concentration Cs of molecules in the state S1, which are the source of the
prompt emission, satisfies the kinetic equation:
d
dt




where τs is given by the relation (6) wherein the term ksf [F ] is neglected. By inte-
gration over all space, and time interval (0, t), we can show that, if immediately after
the passage of the primary and secondary particles, Ns(0) molecules are excited to
the S1 state, their number at time t is given by:
Ns(t) = Ns(0) exp(−t/τs).
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We then obtain the expression of the signal intensity of the prompt:
I(t) = ksNs(0) exp(−t/τs) (A.10)
as well as that of the integrated intensity over the time interval (0, t0):
L(0, t0) = ηsNs(0)[1− exp(−t0/τs)] (A.11)
where ηs = ksτs denotes the fluorescence quantum yield of the scintillator. The total
number of photons emitted in the prompt signal is given by:
L = L(0,∞) = ηsNs(0). (A.12)
Note that Gervais de Lafond [6,23] considered an equation similar to (9), but
with an additional term for bimolecular annihilation, whose influence is reflected by
an initial very fast decrease of the light intensity, which has not been demonstrated
experimentally. Moreover, this author believes that the bimolecular inhibition of two
S1 states may explain the effects of degradation of the molecular excitation energy
observed for particles of high ionizing power (“ionization quenching”). The study of
the influence of the nature of ionizing particles on the performance of the scintilla-
tion [2], however, led us to admit that these phenomena result from inhibition of the
interaction between primary states of high excitement, and that they are too fast to
affect the decay law of scintillation.
A.2.2 Delayed Signal
The S1 singlet states responsible for the delayed transmission are formed by triplet-
triplet interactions in areas of high ionization density, essentially constituted by the
trace of the incident particle if it is characterized by a high linear energy loss; the
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intensity of the delayed signal is then obtained by considering the kinetics of excited
molecules in the S1 and T1 levels in this primary path. With little ionizing radia-
tion (fast electrons, for example), high density activated regions created by secondary
electrons are scattered along the course of the primary particle; in this case, to de-
termine the intensity of the delayed signal, it is necessary to study the kinetics of
excited molecules in one of these secondary traces, the overall effect being obtained
by summing over all of them.
Local concentrations C ′s and CT of the states S1 (due to the triplet-triplet in-
teraction) and T1 satisfy the kinetic equations (3) and (4). At the initial instant,
defined by the passage of the particle, has C ′s = 0. The initial distribution of T1
states in cylindrical tracks will be characterized by law (1), giving the concentration
CT based on the number dNT/dx of excited molecules per unit length. Assuming,
again, that the linear density dNT/dx remains constant throughout the length of the
trace, concentrations CT and C
′
s depend only on the distance r to the axis and time.
General expressions of instantaneous and integrated intensities — By in-
tegrating the function Cs(r, t) over the entire volume of the primary track - or all
of the secondary traces - one obtains the total number N ′s(t) of excited molecules in
the S1 level from interacting triplet-triplet states caused by the incident particle; the
intensity of the delayed signal is then:








C ′s(r, t)2πr dr (A.13)
where R denotes the total length of the traces. Taking into account this relationship,


















∆C ′(r, t)2πrdr being zero (1). Setting I ′(0) = 0 for the delayed signal,





exp[−(t− α)/τs]f(α) dα (A.15)
- Integrated intensity on the interval (0,t0):
L′(0, t0) = τs
[ ∫ t0
0
f(α) d(α)− I ′(t0)
]
(A.16)
where α is the integration variable.
Calculation of f(t) — This function, defined by equation (14), is obtained by
determining the local concentration CT (r, t) of the excited molecules in the T1 state
by means of kinetic equation (4), taking into account the initial condition (1). In
the case of aromatic compounds used as scintillators, the efficacy of the conversion
S1 → T1 is generally low, so we neglect the term k′sCs of the second part of kinetic
equation (4), which is then in the form:
∂
∂t
CT (r, t) = DT∆CT (r, t)−
1
τT
CT (r, t)− χttC2T (r, t). (A.17)
To solve this nonlinear differential equation, we use approximation methods whose
nature depends on the relative importance of second order terms.
1If v and s respectively denote the volume of the trace and the delimiting surface, where n is a
unit normal vector to the latter: ∫
v




The concentration gradient having only a radial component that tends to zero for large values of
r makes the above amounts zero.
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When considering only the diffusion process, the variation of the concentration Γ











At the center of the track, this concentration decreases according to the law:
CT (t) = CT (0)(1 + t/ta)
−1, where CT (0) = dNT/πr
2
0 dx is the initial concentration,
and ta = r
2
0/4DT is the “decay time”.
If we consider at present only the process of bimolecular annihilation, we get a
similar law with a decay time given by tb = [χttCT (0)]
−1. The decreased local con-
centration of T1 states will be controlled by one of the two phenomena characterized
the shortest decay time. For particles with high ionizing power, the concentration
CT (0) can be great enough that the term χttC
2
T is initially the most important. After
a while, however, the local concentration in the trace decreases sufficiently, and the
diffusion term becomes and remains dominant.
Under these conditions, the differential equation (17) can be solved by an approx-
imation method devised by Jaffé [24,25] which assumes that the spatial distribution
of excited molecules, initially given by equation (1), remains Gaussian in shape at all
times, despite the bimolecular annihilation that continues to unfold. Specifically, we
look for a solution of the form:
CT (r, t) = γ(t)Γ(r, t) (A.19)
where Γ is the distribution function (18) of states T1, if only the diffusion process is
considered, and γ(t) an unknown function to be determined. For this purpose, we













C2T (r, t)2πr dr (A.20)
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where NT (t) denotes the total number of molecules in the T1 state, present at the







CT (r, t)2πr dr.











Γ2(r, t)2πr dr =
CT (0)NT (0)
2(1 + t/ta)






γ(t) = − γ
2(t)
2tb(1 + t/ta)












































Note that in the case of pure aromatic compounds, the lifetime τT of the T1 states
is generally very much greater than the duration of scintillation (τT = 10
−2 s for
monocrystalline anthracene, for example [26]); the conditions t τT and ta  τT are












which we will use to determine the instantaneous and integrated delayed signal in-
tensities of pure organic scintillators.
















We verify that the intensity of the delayed signal I ′(t) is initially given by the slope
f(0) = (ksktt/2tbχtt)NT (0), and passes through a maximum on the curve at τsf(t).
On the other hand, as f(t) is a function that varies slower than the exponential
exp(−t/τs), it can be shown that I ′(t) asymptotically approaches τsf(t) for time t
such that t τs (2). Under these conditions, the decay of the delayed signal is given
2Substituting α = tx, expression (15) becomes:










As t/τs increases, the exponential factor quickly becomes very small, except for values of x in the
vicinity of x = 1 wherein the function f(tx) varies very little. Under these conditions, if t/τs  1:
























Integrated Intensity — Expressing I ′(t0) using the asymptotic expression (25)
you obtain, using equation (16):
L′(0, t0) = ηs
ktt
χtt




































The overall number of photons emitted in the delayed signal is given by:




A.3 Scintillation Intensity of Binary Aromatic
Systems
The light emission of these scintillators is due to the radiative decay of solute molecules
excited by an energy transfer from the solvent S1 levels, which result either from
excitement to a high energy state followed by internal conversion, or a triplet-triplet
interaction in the particle traces. As for pure organic media, we then consider the
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prompt and delayed signals, whose intensity is obtained by a generalization of previous
calculations, and taking into account the kinetics of the excited molecules of the
solute, as described by equation (5) and the initial condition Cf = 0.
A.3.1 Signal Prompt
If Ns(0) denotes the number of molecules of the substrate in the S1 state immediately
after the passage of the particle, it is easily shown that the number Nf (t) of excited
solute molecules present at time t is given by:




The intensity of the prompt signal is then expressed as:
If (t) = ηfεsfNs(0)
1
τf − τs
[exp(−t/τf )− exp(−t/τs)] (A.29)
where ηf = kfτf denotes the fluorescence yield of the solute and εsf = ksf [F ]τs the
efficiency of the electronic energy transfer process between the substrate and solute.
In practice, for concentrations of solute εsf sufficiently close to unity, the condition




Ns(0) exp(−t/τf ). (A.30)
It can be verified as well that the overall number Lf of photons emitted in the
prompt signal is:
Lf = ηfεsfNs(0). (A.31)
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A.3.2 Delayed Signal
As for the pure aromatic compounds, the number N ′s(t) of excited molecules in the
substrate S1 state from triplet-triplet interaction is given by the expression:





which, for t τs, tends to the asymptotic form:
N ′s(t) ' (τs/ks)f(t).
The number N ′f (t) of excited solute molecules satisfies the differential equation:
d
dt
N ′f (t) = −
1
τf
N ′f (t) + ksf [F ]N
′
s(t)
and the initial condition N ′f (0) = 0. We deduce then the expression of the intensity
I ′f of the delayed signal:
I ′f (t) = kfN
′
f (t)
= kfksf [F ]
∫ t
0
exp[−(t− α)/τf ]N ′s(α) dα
or even, for t τs:





exp[−(t− α)/τf ]f(α) dα. (A.32)
For reasons similar to those mentioned in footnote (2), since f(t) varies slower
than exp(−t/τf ), if t τf it yields the relationship:





which describes the decay of the delayed signal at times t such that t  τs and
t  τf . We have already seen that the τs  τf condition is usually satisfied; for
the commonly used fluorescent compounds, lifetime τf is of the order of 10
−9 s [27],
equation (33) will therefore apply to time intervals where t & 10−8s.
For scintillators containing no inhibitory substances such as oxygen, which results
in the degradation of T1 energy states, the term [Q] in equation (7) is negligible
and the lifetime τT is similar to that observed with the crystal [28]. Under these
conditions, the function f(t) is given by (23) and you obtain, for the intensity of the
delayed signal, the expression:














which gives the following asymptotic form:










Similarly, it shows that the total number L′f of photons emitted by the particle in
the delayed signal is expressed by:




In the very important particular case of non-degassed liquid scintillators, the dis-
solved oxygen is a highly effective inhibitor; the term ktq[Q] then becomes dominant in
equation (7) [28], and the lifetime τT is not much greater than the duration of the scin-
tillation. For the expression I ′f (t), consider then the function f(t) in its non-simplified
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form (22); the decay of the delayed signal, in particular, takes place according to the
law:





















This work allowed us to establish the theoretical expressions for scintillation in-
tensity, from analysis of the primary process caused by particles and the kinetics of
the metastable states S1 and T1 that form. In the next paper, these expressions will
be confronted with experimental results obtained with crystals and organic liquid
solutions. We can then check the validity of this kinetic study and evaluate various
parameters (r0, DT , Ktq, ...) characterizing the initial distribution and evolution of
the excited states created in aromatic media by ionizing particles.
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Appendix B
MgF2 for Liquid Xenon Surface
Backgrounds
In addition to liquid argon (LAr) detectors, liquid xenon (LXe) detectors are also con-
cerned about surface backgrounds. One example is the EXO collaboration’s search for
neutrinoless double beta decay using 136Xe [85]. They are searching for the following
process:
136Xe→136 Ba + 2458 keV1
Any other process which emits a gamma with an energy near 2458 kEV is therefore
a background concern. One such gamma comes from the beta decay of 214Bi, which
emits a 2448 keV gamma with a branching ratio of 1.57% [87].
Normally this signal can be vetoed by the alpha decay of 214Po, the short-lived
(τ1/2 = 164 µs) daughter of the 214Bi decay. However, if the 214Po is on the surface of




In a TPC setting such as the EXO-200 detector, the drift field is capable of drifting
ionized daughters of bulk 222Rn decays into the cathode surface (see Sec. 8.6 and [79]),
which makes 214Po on the cathode surface a very real possibility.
The technique described in Chapter 7 for suppressing surface backgrounds in LAr
used the organic compound TPB that is already present on the interior surfaces of
LAr detectors. The TPB acts as a veto by emitting a pulse of light with a long tail
when an alpha particle travels through it.
This technique cannot be directly extended to LXe detectors because LXe is known
to dissolve organic compounds [65, 66]. Instead, we propose the use of the inorganic
compound MgF2 as a surface background suppressant in LXe detectors.
MgF2’s use as an optical coating is well established [88]. It can be vacuum evapo-
rated onto a material to form a uniform and insoluble layer of any desired thickness.
It is also transparent to LXe scintillation light [89].
One additional property of MgF2, reported for the first time here, is that it acts a
strong scintillator when stimulated with alpha particles. This property is particularly
relevant for surface backgrounds, as a coating of MgF2 could be applied to the detector
surface such that the alpha from 214Po decaying on the surface would be seen whether
it gets emitted into the LXe or into the MgF2 wall coating.
B.1 The Detector
The alpha scintillation in MgF2 was measured using the apparatus described in Sec. 7.
To summarize, the detector features two chambers. The upper chamber contains a
photomultiplier tube (PMT) that is pointed downward at a quartz window. On the
other side of the quartz window is the lower chamber containing a reflecting cup in
which a source can be placed. The quartz window forms a hermetic seal with Teflon

















Figure B.1: The configurations of the two measurements.
B.2 The Measurements
Two measurements were performed. Measurement A used a 210Po needle source to
measure alpha scintillation in MgF2 under vacuum conditions at both room tempera-
ture and liquid nitrogen temperature. Measurement B used radon daughters directly
deposited on MgF2 discs placed inside an active LAr volume to determine the vetoing
power of the MgF2 scintillation in practice. The configurations of the lower chamber
for each measurement can be found in Fig. B.1.
Note: the Spectralon cup and quartz window were coated with the wavelength-
shifting compound p-terphenyl (pTP) in order to shift the 128 nm scintillation light
to longer wavelengths (∼ 340 nm [90]) for efficient detection. It is assumed to have no
impact on the MgF2 scintillation, which has been measured to have a peak wavelength
of 385 nm [91].
B.2.1 Measurement A
The source was constructed by creating a “sandwich” with a 210Po needle source [57]
and two MgF2 discs with 5 mm diameter and 1 mm thickness, held together with
clear tape along the edges of the discs. A diagram and picture of the sandwich can
be found in Fig. B.2.
The sandwich was placed inside the Spectralon reflecting cup in the lower cham-
ber of the detector (Fig. B.1 (A)). After the detector was closed, a −1100 V bias












(a) A diagram of the source used for the vacuum measurements.
(b) A picture of the source.
Figure B.2: To produce alpha scintillation in MgF2, a
210Po needle source was sand-
wiched between two MgF2 discs held together with clear tape.
acquisition system described in Chapter 7. This was done first at room temperature
(295 K), then the lower chamber was submerged in a LN2 bath and left for one hour
to equilibrate to 77 K before taking data again.
Results
MgF2 exhibited scintillation under alpha excitation at both 295 K and 77 K. The
lifetime of the scintillation pulse increased significantly when going from warm to
cold temperature. Sample waveforms can be found in Fig. B.3. To understand the
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Figure B.3: Some waveforms from Measurement A.
changing pulse shape, we define the parameter f90 as the integral of the first 90 ns of
the pulse divided by the integral of the entire pulse. The length of the pulse was set
by the end of the data-taking window, which for Measurement A was 60 µs after the
trigger.
A plot of f90 vs. pulse integral can be found in Fig. B.4, where data from both
measurements is shown on the same set of axes. The pulse integral is defined in terms
of single photoelectrons (PE) detected by the PMT. The single PE pulse integral was
calibrated by a fit to the distribution of integrals from pulses found in the tails of
each waveform.
The non-Gaussian shape of the peaks, seen by eye in Fig. B.4, were discovered to
be a result of the 210Po needle source not being mono-energetic, possibly due to the
alphas being degraded by a thin protective coating.
The average waveform (AW) was calculated from each measurement to quantify
the different time components involved in the scintillation process.
The shapes of the AWs resemble that of a short-lived exponential (prompt signal)
followed by a power-law decay with an exponential cutoff (delayed signal), which con-
tained most of the light. The 295 K AW also contains a small exponential component
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Figure B.4: Pulse shape parameter f90 vs. pulse integral. As the temperature de-
creases, the MgF2 produces more scintillation and has a longer pulse shape.
77 K as well, but the delayed signal at 77 K remains dominant up until the end of the
60 µs window, so it could not be seen.
The fit function was then convolved with a Gaussian (G(t;µ, σ)) to account for
the timing resolution of the detector. The full fit function is therefore:















The parameters N0, N1, and N2 are the relative fractions of light in the prompt,
delayed, and tail components, respectively. The average waveform is scaled to an
integral of 1, so after fitting the f(t), each parameter Nx (x = 0, 1, 2) is re-scaled as
N ′x = Nx/(N0 +N1 +N2) to reflect this normalization.
The parameters τ0, τ1, and τ2 are the lifetimes of the prompt, delayed, and tail
components, respectively.
The parameters ta and n set the timescale and rate of the power law decay. On
a log-log plot, the expression 1/(1 + t/ta)
n appears flat up until ta, after which it

























Figure B.5: Measurement A average waveforms. The lifetime of the dominant com-
ponent increases from 2.3 µs at 295 K to 13 µs at 77 K. The longest component of the
295 K waveform, seen at the bottom right, is suspected of being present at 77 K as
well, but the 60 µs acquisition window was not long enough to capture it.
Finally, the parameter I1 is a normalization parameter that allows N1 to reflect








1 Γ(1− n, ta/τ1)
where Γ(s, x) =
∫∞
x
ts−1e−t dt is the upper incomplete gamma function.
The average waveforms with their overlaid fits can be found in Fig. B.5. The
parameters for each fit can be found in Table B.1.
At either temperature, the dominant component of the scintillation was discovered
to have a lifetime of microseconds, orders of magnitude longer than that of LXe’s 4.3
and 22 ns scintillation lifetimes [61]. This would allow LXe detectors to use pulse-
shape discrimination to reject surface events.
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T N ′0 τ0(ns) N
′
1 τ1( µs) ta ( µs) n N2 τ2( µs)
295 K 0.029(20) 54(10) 0.96(1) 2.3(1) 0.055(50) 0.18(3) 0.013(3) 73(10)
77 K 0.0055(50) 49(10) 0.99(3) 13(1) 0.055(50) 0.27(1) — —
Table B.1: The fit parameters for f(t). Statistical errors were found to be negligible.
Systematic errors, shown in parenthesis, refer to the uncertainty of the last digits
and reflect the error from binning choice and initial fit parameters. The Gaussian
convolution parameters µ = 30(1) ns and σ = 8.5(10) ns were the same across both
measurements.
B.2.2 Measurement B
Measurement B was designed to demonstrate the surface background suppression ca-
pability of MgF2 in practice. Two 1 mm by 5 mm MgF2 discs were placed in a chamber
filled with 222Rn gas to collect a sample of 214Bi radon daughters on their surface.
After being exposed to radon for over 3 hours, the discs, now sources themselves, were
placed in the detector, which was then cooled down and filled with scintillation-grade
LAr (Fig. B.1 (B)).
Results
LAr produces different pulse shapes for different forms of incident radiation (see
Chapter 3). Betas and gammas have an f90 of ∼ 0.3, while alphas have an f90 of
0.6-0.7. This resulted in several populations of events being visible in a plot of f90
vs. pulse integral, which can be seen in Fig. B.6. Many of the larger pulse integrals
have been corrected for digitizer saturation by using a linear map to pulse integrals
from a digitizer channel that received unamplified signals from the PMT in a manner
similar to Sec. 8.3.1.
Four populations of events are highlighted in Fig. B.6. The origin of each pop-
ulation can be identified using the delayed 214Bi–214Po coincidence. This is done by
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Figure B.6: Measurement B data. Four distinct event populations can be seen. These
populations are identified using the delayed 214Bi–214Po coincidence (explained in the
text). A1 is the 214Po alpha in LAr. A2 is the 214Po alpha in MgF2. B1 is the
214Bi
beta or gamma, or external background gamma, in LAr. B2 is the 214Bi beta or
gamma in MgF2.
other. A histogram of the time delay ∆t between the 214Bi decay and the 214Po decay
should follow an exponential with λ1/2 = 164 µs.
A total of 16 histograms were generated for every combination ∆tXY , which is
the elapsed time between an event in the region labelled X and the next event in the
region labeled Y , for X, Y ∈ {A1,A2,B1,B2}. Only four combinations were found
to follow an exponential distribution with the expected 214Po half-life. These four
distributions are ∆tB1A1, ∆tB1A2, ∆tB2A1, and ∆tB2A2 and are shown in Fig. B.7.
The other combinations showed no correlation.
We can conclude from this correlation that populations B1 and B2 contain 214Bi
beta decay events, and populations A1 and A2 contain 214Po alpha decay events.
This is consistent with our understanding of f90 from previous measurements with
LAr (see Chapter 8) that identify A1 events as alphas in LAr and B1 events as betas
or gammas in LAr. The results from Measurement A confirm the identity of A2
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Figure B.7: Delay time between events in the labelled populations in Fig. B.6. The
distributions follow an exponential decay with a half-lives between 155 µs and 175 µs,
consistent with the 164 µs half-life of 214Po. This indicates that populations B1 and









Figure B.8: Origin of the event populations in Fig. B.6.
events as alphas in MgF2, which leaves B2 as the betas and gammas in MgF2. This
is summarized in Fig. B.8.
Events from external gamma backgrounds are also expected to be present in B1,
but the measured rate of this background (taken after the radon daughters had de-
cayed away) was between 1 and 10 Hz, making the accidental coincidence rate with
the short-lived 214Po negligible.
With radon daughters on the surface of the MgF2 disc, it is expected that 50%
of the betas from 214Bi would be directed into the MgF2 during the decay. The
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difference in rate between coincidences starting with B1 and those starting with B2
(see Fig. B.7) can be attributed to the coincident gammas. 214Bi emits one or more
coincident gammas in about 80% of its decays. If the beta is directed into the MgF2
while a high energy coincident gamma is directed into the LAr, the gamma signal is
expected to dominate and place the event in B1. The events between populations
B1 and B2 are speculated to be from when these pileups occur with lower energy
gammas.
Light Yield
The mean value of the 15 µs pulse integrals for 214Po alphas in MgF2 (A2) is (2699±
188) PE. Assuming the pulse shape is similar at LAr temperature (87 K), we know
from the fit to the 77 K AW in Measurement A that 79.7% of the light from the pulse
occurs in the first 15 µs.
A measurement of the light yield in the detector was obtained with the 60 keV
gamma from an 241AmBe source. The result was a light yield of (5.78±0.01) PE/keV.
Combining these values gives an electron equivalent energy for the interaction
of (586 ± 41) keVee. The 214Po alpha has an energy of 7.7 MeV, giving an overall
quenching factor in MgF2 of 13.1± 0.9.
B.3 Conclusions
A 214Po alpha depositing its full energy in MgF2 is expected to produce a (586 ±
41) keVee signal, well above the detection threshold of LXe experiments. It also
produces a pulse with a distinctive shape for easy identification. If coated on the
surface of a LXe experiment it could be used to reject events caused by the decay of
radioisotopes on the surface.
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